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1 June 2004 

The Lord Browne of Madingley 
Chief Executive Officer 
BPp.l.c. 
International Headquarters 
1 St. James's Square 
London SWIY 4PD 
United Kingdom 

Dear Lord Browne, 

Re: Yugraneft Corporation 

Lyudmila Kondrashina 
Russian Federation 
Tyumen Region 
628615 
Nizhnevartovsk 
Uf. Mira, 31, /corp.1, 
Flat 33 

My name is Lyudmila Kondrasbina and I am Deputy of the City Council (Duma) in 
Nizhnevartovsk, Russia. In July 1999 I became General Director ofZAO Yugraneft Corporation 
(now OAO Yugraneft Corporation) ("Yugraneft"), a Russian oil company which is currently 
reported by TNK-BP Limited ("TNK-BP") to be an 80% subsidiary of OAO TNK ("TNK"), 
itself directly or indirectly wholly owned by TNK-BP. 

, This letter is to make BP p.l.c. as a shareholder of TNK-BP aware of certain legal proceedings 
ongoing in Russia, arising from my illegal removal from the position of General Director of 
Yugraneft, which may raise serious concerns for BP and its relationship with the Alfa Group,. , 
Access Group and Renova Group ("AAR"), BP's partners in the TNK-BP joint venture. . 

It struck me that Yugraneft and TNK. (and AAR for that matter) may have a strong motivation to 
conceal this litigation from both TNK-BP's British managers and you for a number of reasons, 
mainly arising from the Sale and Purchase Agreement Relating to the Formation ofTNK-BP. I 
now want to personally bring this case to your attention as a courtesy to keep BP informed as to 
the unethical conduct and illegitimacy of at least part oftbe TNK-BP group in Russia which, as 
further explained below, has now been confirmed by the court. 

By way of background, the initial minority shareholder in Yugraneft was OAO Chemogorneft 
("Chernogorneft"). At all relevant times Chemogorneft was a subsidiary of OAO Sidanco of 
which BP was a shareholder and a fl1.anaging company. In 1999, as a result ofChernogomeft's 
bankruptcy proceedings its assets (business) were acquired by TNK-Nizhnevartovsk ("TNK
N"), a related party ofTNK.. TNK-N proclaimed itself to be the legitimate successor of 
Chemogomeft as a shareholder ofYugraneft. Later on, as I understand it, TNK-N transferred 
this alleged shareholding in Yugraneft to TNK. Now, according to publicly available 
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information, both TNK-N and Chernogorneft are subsidiaries ofOAO Sidanco, itself also a 
member of the TNK-BP group. 

On 29 June 2001, representatives ofTNK-N occupied the office ofYugraneft claiming that I had 
been dismissed from my duties of General Director. Earlier that same day, Oleg Nam, General 
Director of TNK - West Siberia ("TNK-WS"), a related party ofTNK and TNK-N, informed 
me that the decision to dismiss me had been taken by a shareholders meeting ofYugraneft 
purportedly held on the previous day. In response, I presented Mr. Nam with a true copy of the 
minutes of the Yugraneft shareholders meeting to re-elect me and suggested that he not take any 
further action prior to giving a chance for a court to resolve this issue. Mr. Nam responded that 
he understood certain illegality of his position but that he had his orders to act immediately. He 
said that pursuant to the orders ofTNK in Moscow, the security service of TNK-WS was not to 
permit me to enter on the premises ofYugraneft that morning. He also said that the change of 
management would take place at 1 pm. 

Realizing that further resistance could lead to violence and would have certainly been futile, at 
approximately 12:30 pm, I removed the seal ofYugraneft and certain promissory notes owned 
by Yugraneft having a face value ofUS$18 million and RR 66 million ("Nizhnevartovsk 
notes")and left the premises. Later on the same day, I deposited the seal and the Nizhnevartovsk 
notes in a local bank for security reasons. I also called local prosecutor and militia and notified 
them of the apparent seizure ofYugraneft and my subsequent actions. 

In fact, as was stated above, I had been duly notified by then legal counsel to Yugraneft and 
representatives ofYugraneft's majority shareholder of the decision of the shareholders meeting 
held 28 June 2001 to re-elect me as General Director ofYugraneft and was provided with a true 
copy of the minutes of this meeting. I therefore continued to legitimately act as General 
Director, and accordingly: 

• secured the Nizhnevartovsk notes from the seizure by invaders ofYugraneft's premises; 

• entered into certain contract with a third party on behalf ofYugraneft. 

On 1 August 2001 Yugraneft (now controlled illegitimately by the TNK-N appointed General 
Director Alexander Berman) complained to the Nizhnevartovsk Attorney alleging that I illegally 
took over promissory notes belonging to Yugraneft. In the course ofthe subsequent criminal 
investigation, these promissory notes were removed by investigators as evidence. Yugraneft 
complained to the Nizhnevartovsk district court demanding the return of the notes to Yugraneft 
by investigators. The notes were thereby returned to ''Yugraneft (General Director - Berman)" 
[as in court's order] by the court's decision of 15 October 2001. Importantly, in the course of the . 
court hearings investigators declined to identify the legitimate General Director ofYugraneft 
stating that this was an issue to be resolved in the courts. The criminal case against me was 
finally closed as being unfounded .. 

In a further action to intimidate me and other executives ofYugraneft, its alleged General 
Director Berman filed a complaint to Investigation Department of Internal Affairs Directorate for 
Central Administrative District of Moscow, stating that I instructed executives ofYugraneft Alex 
Rotzang and Nickolay Gulidov to take possession of other promissory notes having a face value 
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ofRR 90.424.739 ("Moscow notes"), which belonged to Yugraneft. In fact, Messrs Rotzang 
and Gulidov properly acted by powers of attorney on behalf ofYugraneft issued by me as 
General Director. However, on l3 November 2001 a criminal case was opened which resulted in 
2003 in a court decision to arrest Mr Rotzang in abstentia. I was named as a witness in this case 
and interrogated. 

In 2001-2002 I demanded that Yugraneft, if it had indeed dismissed me as claimed, to issue my 
employment certification document to me (this document, according to the Russian Work Code, 
certifies that a person is or was employed by an entity at all relevant times and is required to be 
issued to employees on dismissal) (the "Certificate"). Yugraneft declined to do so, falsely 
claiming the Certificate had already been issued to me. 

On or about October 2003 I filed complaint in the Nizhnevartovsk court pgainst Yugraneft 
claiming that Yugraneft did not: 

e properly inform me of my alleged dismissal; 

e issue my Certificate to me; and 

ecompensate me for my duties in Yugraneft since June 2001. 

On 30 October 2003, the Nizhnevartovsk court found in my favour and held that the official date 
of my dismissal should be the date when the Certificate is actually provided to me (which to date 
Yugraneft has continued to refuse to provide) and that I be compensated for the period from 28 
June 2001 up until that date. This decision was approved by the upper court in January 2004 and 
again by the supervisory court in May 2004. 

FailiI1g to contest the complaint above and trying to prevent execution of the court's order, 
Yugraneft flIed a separate complaint against me on or about 18 February 2004. The complaint, 
claimed (falsely) that I did not abide to the shareholders decision to dismiss me as General . 
Director ofYugraneft, did not return to Yugraneft on demand the seal, stamps, documentation 
and Nizhnevartovsk notes owned by Yugraneft, performed duties of General Director of the 
company by entering into a certain contract with a third party, and, thus, inflicted loss to 
Yugraneft for the total sum ofRR 4,798,122.60. 

This cynical and unfounded claim is currently being reviewed by the Nizhnevartovsk civil court 
of the first instance. Hearings on the substance of the matter have on a number of occasions been 
postponed by requests ofYugraneft, the plaintiff, which repeatedly moves to file "new evidence" 
in support or its claims. On 31 May 2004 Yugraneft requested to postpone hearings again on the 
basis that it wished to file "evidentiary material" from the criminal case against Mr. Rotzang 
regarding Moscow notes referred to above. Moreover, Yugraneft threatened orally at the 31 May 
hearing "to surprise" me by increasirig its claim against me for "loss" up to US$15 million. The 
hearing has now been put back to 2 July 2004. 

The cornerstone of my defence to this malicious claim is another decision of the Russian 
(Moscow) court in my favour in a 2001 case (the "Moscow Decision"), the original Russian 
version together with an English translation of which I have enclosed for your reference. The 
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Moscow Decision was not, and can no longer be, contested in upper courts as the time for any 
appeal expired in 2003 and therefore is in "full force" as we say in Russia. The key findings of 
this decision which I am sure you will find most interesting can be summarized as follows: 

• The minutes produced by TNK-N of the 28 June 2001 shareholders meeting of 
Yugraneft which purported to dismiss me as General Director and appoint Mr. Berman 
were held to be null and void and therefore I have the right to be recognized by third 
parties as the legitimate General Director; 

• TNK-N was held to have had no authority or power to attend or vote at the shareholders 
meeting in any case as it was not registered in the Yugraneft shareholder register as 
required by Russian securities laws; and 

• The 1999 agreement whereby TNK-N purported to acquire the assets ofChernogorneft 
in bankruptcy was held to be void insofar as it related to the sale of the shares of 
Yugraneft (in fact, it was held that Chernogorneft could not have legally sold the 
Yugraneft shares to anyone until such time as such shares had been registered with the 
securities regulator in Russia, which was not done). 

Obviously these fmdings could have wider implications, in particular for the current structure 
and operations ofTNK-BP, and by extension BP, in that any ofYugraneft's dealings made with 
Mr. Berman acting as illegitimate General Director are open to challenge by third parties. 
Moreover, as TNK-N had no legal ability to acquire the Yugraneft shares in the first instance, 
the subsequent transfer of those shares to TNK (and indeed into the TNK-BP group) would 
equally be void and open to be challenged. 

As I mentioned, I have filed the Moscow Decision with the Nizhnevartovsk court. In addition, I 
have also filed a copy of a letter by then First Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs R. Nurgaliyev 
# 114486 of26 July 2002 (a copy of which is also enclosed together with an English translation) 
stating that the review conducted by the Ministry has "determined that on 29 June 2001 the 
management ofOJSC TNK-Nizhnevartovsk fabricated the Protocol of the shareholders' 
meeting ofCJSC Yugraneft Corporation ... resulting in significant fmanciallosses by the 
Corporation and its main shareholder in the amount of more than US $ 20.000.000". 

Having now been filed with the court, both Yugraneft and, accordingly, TNK will undoubtedly 
now be aware of the existence ofthe Moscow Decision and the Internal Affairs letter if they 
were not already and the important ramifications of these documents. As I mentioned at the start 
of this letter, my concern that Yugraneft and TNK (and AAR for that matter) might shamefully 
choose not to bring these documents to your attention prompted me to do so as a courtesy. I 
would also have thought that the conduct of entities now controlled by TNK -BP (both before and 
after TNK-BP was created) in connection with these documents and the current litigation against 
me would warrant a comprehensive review by BP's Group Compliance & Ethics Officer (to 
whom I have copied this letter) having regard to the Codes of Business Conduct adopted by both 
BP and TNK-BP set out on their respective websites. 

In light of the content of the Moscow Decision and Internal Affairs letter, you will not be 
surprised to hear that I am considering further legal action based on these documents involving 
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TNK-BP, TNK, Sidanco, Chemogomeft, TNK-N and Yugraneft. However, I strongly believe 
that further escalation of the disputes surrounding Yugraneft could have extremely wide-ranging, 
harmful and unnecessary consequences for all parties involved. 

Finally, pending resolution of these disputes, I would also be grateful if you would undertake to 
use the powers at your disposal to ensure that TNK-BP and its subsidiaries do not further 
reorganize or shift their assets in Russia for the purpose of frustrating any judgments or orders 
which may follow from the aforementioned litigation. 

I thank you for your consideration of the above. I would be grateful if you could direct any 
replies to my Russian legal counsel Mr. Alexandr Kukhtikov at: the Russian Federation, Tyumen 
region, 628611 Nizhnevartovsk, ul. Lenina, 36, flat 132; phone # + 7 3466 58 01 78. 

Yours sincerely, 

L yudmila Kondrashina 

c. Mr. Robert Warren Dudley, President, TNK-BP Limited - Moscow 
Group Compliance & Ethics Officer- BP p.l.c. - London 
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December 19, 2002

Oil Auction In Russia: Some Scowl, Others Giggle

By SABRINA TAVERNISE

MOSCOW, Dec. 18— In less than five minutes of bidding, Russia auctioned control of one of

the country's last large state-owned oil companies today. The sale, once expected to be the most

open and competitive in recent Russian history, instead gave new meaning to the word opaque.

The outcome was immediately denounced as rigged by a frustrated would-be bidder.

The Federal Property Fund, trustee for business assets owned by the Russian state, sold its 75

percent stake in Slavneft, ranked No. 9 in the Russian oil industry, for $1.86 billion -- more than

the minimum the government had set, but still well below what the market had expected. The

sale was the second-largest post-Soviet privatization, after the controversial sale of Russia's

telephone conglomerate in 1997.

Fourteen companies applied to take part in the auction, but over the past two weeks seven of

them dropped out, including two private Russian oil companies and one of China's state-owned

oil companies.

The dropouts abandoned the auction in part because Tyumen Oil and Sibneft, the country's

fourth- and fifth-largest oil companies, had already jointly acquired portions of Slavneft's assets

and could therefore complicate a purchase of Slavneft by anyone else. Nearly all the auction's

remaining bidders appeared to be related to Tyumen, Sibneft or both.

So it was not surprising that the two companies jointly claimed victory. The companies said

they had agreed several days ago to bid together for Slavneft, and executives from both

companies were present, sitting at desks on the fourth floor of a concrete-and-glass high-rise in

central Moscow.

Instead of a vigorous seven-way bidding session, onlookers witnessed a brief back-and-forth,

mainly involving two companies. One was represented by two young women, who giggled as the

bidding instructions were read and left the bidding room after the sale dressed in tall boots and

furs.

The formal winner was the other, Invest-Oil, which turned out to be a Tyumen-Sibneft joint

venture registered outside Russia.
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''It wasn't an entirely fair and transparent contest, but the government got a good price for its

assets,'' said Steven Dashevsky, senior oil analyst at Aton, an investment bank in Moscow.

A number of other oddities left people here scratching their heads. Tyumen Oil itself had been

struck from the list of eligible bidders the day before the auction, when courts declared the

company unfit to participate. Even so, Tyumen's executive director, German Khan, was present,

fiddling with his bidding paddle but never raising it to bid.

A series of baffling court decisions, issued in the week before the auction, also barred Rosneft,

another Russian state-owned oil company, from taking part.

In a statement after the auction, Rosneft said it had been prepared to offer $2.5 billion for the

Slavneft stake, and that it would take legal action to overturn the results, which it said had been

predetermined.

As for why only three of the seven remaining participants even tried to bid, Vladimir Malin, the

property fund's chairman, said, ''We can't force them to raise or lower their voting sticks.''

President Vladimir V. Putin's chief economic advisor, Andrei Illarionov, criticized the outcome,

saying, ''The price could have been much higher.''

But with all its quirks, the auction still compared favorably with the free-for-all privatization

sales of the mid-1990's, when well-connected businessmen were able to walk off with control of

large oil companies for next to nothing. A number of Russian officials spent the day today

denying that the Slavneft auction had been anything less than perfect.

''We are happy that it's been sold,'' Mr. Malin said. ''We always count on maximizing the

revenues to the government's budget.''

Even so, Mr. Malin said the fund would urge the government to change the rules for

privatizations to reduce the ability for there to be murky behind-the-scenes maneuvering.

Analysts called today's sale favorable for Sibneft and Tyumen. The companies said they would

split the cost of the purchase and keep Slavneft's current management in place, though they

plan to elect a new board. They gave no further details on how they would jointly own the

company.
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HEADLINE: Sibneft, TNK Snap Up Slavneft for $ 1.8Bln

BYLINE: Catherine Belton

BODY:

Staff Writer

Top executives from Sibneft and Tyumen Oil Co. joined forces Wednesday to beat two mysterious female bidders
for the state's 75 percent stake in Slavneft. They paid $ 1.86 billion in a clearly staged privatization auction devoid of
competition. The government had touted Russia's biggest privatization this year as setting a new standard of openness
over the murky backroom deals that dominated past sell-offs. Foreign oil majors were expected to go head to head
against Russia's leading crude producers in an open auction for one of the few remaining oil companies in state hands.
State officials had predicted the stake could reach up to $ 3 billion.

But by the time the bidders wandered into the auction room ahead of the start of the tender, the deal for Russia's
eighth biggest oil major was already sewn up.

Out of the seven bidders participating in the auction, only three made any bids. And, as it turned out, all of those
bidders, including the attractive blonde and brunette, were connected to the winning Sibneft-TNK team. The other
competitors just sat and watched.

The only foreign oil company to declare itself as a bidder, Chinese state -owned oil giant CNPC, pulled out one
day before the auction following strong opposition from government officials and State Duma deputies anxious to keep
Slavneft in Russian hands. The only other contender against the Sibneft-TNK team, a company affiliated with
state-owned oil giant Rosneft, was barred from the auction at the last minute.

The deal fetched a fair price compared to the wholesale state giveaways of the mid-1990s. But politicians slammed
the sale Wednesday as being skewed in favor of Sibneft and TNK, which together already held key blocking stakes in
major Slavneft subsidiaries and in Slavneft itself. "It is clear the auction was held without any competition," said Duma
Deputy Mikhail Zadornov, Interfax reported. "Sibneft won, and the budget lost." Top presidential economic adviser
Andrei Illarionov said the government could have raised more money from the sell-off and suggested that the barring of
other contenders and the absence of a foreign bidder had deflated the price.

Deputy Prime Minister Alexei Kudrin said he regretted the stake had not been sold for much above the starting
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price of $ 1.7 billion but stressed the sum was enough to help meet hefty foreign debt payments next year.

"The auction was supposed to be a beacon for a new way of privatization," said Steven Dashevsky, oil analyst at
Aton. "In the end, the actual process turned out to be more of a farce. At the outset the odds were skewed in Sibneft's
favor, but the government didn't do anything to try and improve the situation." At the auction, which was conducted
Christie's-style with a gavel-wielding auctioneer and broadcast live to journalists sitting in a separate room, the first to
raise a numbered card to bid was a group of burly looking men from FinTrade, a Sibneft vehicle. They soon bowed out
to Sibneft president Eugene Shvidler, who was bidding on behalf of Invest-Oil, a firm set up for TNK and Sibneft's joint
bid.

Soon the two women, dressed immaculately in high boots, were going head to head with Shvidler, raising the
stakes until they bowed out at $ 1.86 billion. From all appearances the women could have been bidding on behalf of a
rival group, but when questioned after the auction, the brunette let the cat out of the bag. "We're from Invest-Oil," she
told The Moscow Times.

Abruptly, she turned to her friend with alarm, apparently realizing that she slipped up. From then on, when
questioned by other journalists, she said they represented a firm called Optifor and refused to reveal who the owners
were.

Despite the lack of competition, the State Property Fund, which organized the auction, ruled the sale legal. "Of
course we do not welcome or support secret deals ... but we think there were no violations of the law at the auction,"
property fund head Vladimir Malin told a news conference after the auction.

But reporters burst out laughing a few minutes later when Malin found himself at a loss to answer a question about
who was the founder of Invest-Oil. Frantically rifling through a sheaf of documents, he said the company was founded
by an individual and he could not say who he was. He then said he could only say it was registered in one of the
grottiest suburbs of Moscow, Mytishchi.

Malin did say the property fund would change the rules to bar unknown companies with unknown shareholders
from participating in future auctions.

Last-minute shenanigans blocked the only contender that could have started a bidding war. A lawsuit filed in a
regional court in Kemerovo by a private citizen just two days before the auction prevented Finansprofit Expert, a firm
affiliated to Rosneft, from participating.

"The most scandalous type of legal maneuver was used to push out a dangerous opponent," Rosneft said in a
statement Wednesday.

Rosneft spokesman Alexander Stepanenko said Rosneft would challenge the auction results in court.

He said any concerns that Rosneft's participation would make a mockery of the sale -- Rosneft is state-owned --
were groundless. He said international law firm Allen & Overy had told the company that a bid would not violate
Russian laws.

Analysts have speculated that Mezhprombank founder and Federation Council Senator Sergei Pugachyov, who
locked horns with the Sibneft clan for control of Slavneft in a boardroom showdown this summer, was behind the
Rosneft bid.

LUKoil, Yukos and Surgutneftegaz all dropped out of the Slavneft race in the weeks leading up to the auction as it
became clear it would take more effort and billions more dollars to wrest control over Sibneft's and TNK's existing
blocking stakes in Slavneft.
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Analysts said Wednesday's Sibneft-TNK alliance could pave the way for an eventual mega-merger between the
two companies. Sibneft and TNK said Wednesday that Slavneft's current management would be retained.
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Examples of “Hostile Takeovers” in 2001-2002 

This memorandum contains a compilation of examples of how «hostile takeover» 

techniques were used in Russia in 1999-2002, based on media publications. 

The compilation does not include data on «hostile takeovers» implemented via 

bankruptcy procedures, or data on control over enterprises being seized by accumulating shares 

through non-transparent privatization schemes, by putting pressure on shareholders and by 

similar methods, or by consolidating a controlling interest through controversial additional share 

issues and other similar mechanisms. 

This memorandum analyzes only situations when techniques were used similar to those 

employed against the Ilim Pulp company, regardless of whether such techniques were utilized to 

seize control over a company or for any other purposes. 

Overall, the following examples of such techniques being utilized can be found: 

1. Shareholders in possession of a non-controlling interest conduct a shareholder 

meeting at which a new Board of Directors and company management are 

elected. Subsequently, based on a lawsuit by a minority shareholder
2
 filed, as a 

rule, with a court in another region, the court issues a decree, whereby the old 

management must not prevent new management from performing its duties. On 

the basis of such a decree(s), the new management proceeds to seize control over 

the company with assistance from various law enforcement agencies. 

2. A company's registry is transferred to a different registrar (often by force), on the 

basis of a court decree issued to secure the shareholder's claim, or on other legally 

dubious grounds. Subsequently, shares are written off from the owners' accounts 

and sold via a chain of allegedly bona fide buyers. 

3. Court decrees regarding shareholder claims are used to paralyze a company by 

banning any activities by its management, freezing the assets, etc. Such actions 

may pursue a dual objective: to force management to sell a controlling interest, or 

to force it to buy out such shareholders' interests. 

Below is a list of enterprises which were at the center of corporate conflicts in 2001-2002 and 

where techniques were employed to gain control, in a way similar to those used in attempts at 

seizing the assets of Ilim Pulp. Brief descriptions of the situations are provided. 

____________________________-- 

2
 A wide variety of facts, both related to the privatization of the company and with its current activity, may serve as 

a basis for lawsuit. 
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It should be noted, however, that because information about such corporate conflicts has 

been obtained from the press, and press coverage focuses primarily on the violent component of 

the conflict rather than its legal aspects, conflict descriptions are, to a large extent, based on our 

assumptions and reconstruction of the events described. 

1. Urals Chemical Machine-Building Plant (Uralkhimmassb) 

Establishment of a dual management system, reliance on general jurisdiction court decrees with 

respect to shareholder claims to attempt a seizure of the enterprise by force. 

2. The Kristall Plant 

Establishment of a dual management system, lengthy confrontation between the parties to the 

conflict, use of force and injunctions by various courts with respect to shareholder claims. 

3. Rospan Joint-Stock Company  

TNK attempted a merger of Rospan via bankruptcy procedures. YUKOS bought an interest in 

the company and used shareholder claims to counteract the attempted merger. Both parties used 

force on the basis of decrees by various courts, including decrees issued regarding shareholder 

claims. 

4. Saldinsky Metallurgical Works (SMZ) 

Use of shareholder claims to gain control over the company. Attempted seizure by force. 

5. Ice-Fili Joint-Stock Company  

Establishment of a dual management system, lengthy confrontation between the parties to the 

conflict, use of force and injunctions issued by various courts, (including in Kemerovo), with 

respect to shareholder claims. 

6. Kuznetsk Ferrous Alloys Joint-Stock Company  

Establishment of a dual management system, seizure of the enterprise by a new management 

team with the assistance of an OMON squad [riot police] on the basis of a court decree issued 

following a claim by a shareholder in possession of one (1) share. 

7. Rosneft-Krasnodarneftegaz Joint-Stock Company  

Establishment of a dual management system and two Boards of Directors, attempted seizure of 

the enterprise by force by a new management team, on the basis of decrees issued by various 

courts following claims by minority shareholders. 
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8. Moscow Oil Refinery (MNPZ) 

Establishment of a dual registry system, emergence of two sets of shareholders and two 

management teams. 

9. Kriogbenmash Joint-Stock Company  

Attempted corporate blackmail of the enterprise by the MinFin company, on the strength of court 

decrees issued with respect to minority shareholder claims. 

10. Afanasi Beer Joint-Stock Company and Tver Beer Joint-Stock Company  

Virtually complete paralysis of the two companies by way of numerous court decrees issued to 

secure claims of the respective companies’ shareholders. In accordance with such decrees, the 

company management teams were banned from engaging in any activities; the company assets 

were frozen, etc. 

11. Schetmash Joint-Stock Company  

Establishment of a dual management system and two Boards of Directors , the new management 

team attempted to seize the enterprise by force with reliance on decrees issued by various courts, 

following minority shareholder claims. 

12. Nizhny Novgorod Butter and Fat Factory Joint-Stock Company  

Violent confiscation of the shareholder registry from the registrar on the strength of decrees 

issued by general jurisdiction courts with respect to shareholder claims. An attempt at setting up 

a dual-registry system and two sets of shareholders. 

Below is a list of enterprises which were at the center of corporate conflicts in 1999-2002 and 

where court decrees were issued following shareholder claims, and other similar techniques were 

used. However, on the basis of media publications alone, it is difficult to establish the specific 

combination of techniques used in each case. 

13. SIDANKO Oil Company. 

14. Subsidiaries of the State-Owned Oil Company Slavneft (in particular, the Yaroslavl oil refinery). 

15. Northwestern Steamship Joint-Stock Company . 

16. Red Triangle Joint-Stock Company. 

17. Kuzbasugol Joint-Stock Company.  

18. Konversbank Commercial Bank. 

19. NAK AZOT Joint-Stock Company  

20. The Kvaet Plant (Closed-Type Joint-Stock Company IVK). 

21. Tagmet Joint-Stock Company. 

22. Maritime Port St. Petersburg Joint-Stock Company. 

23. Krasnyy Vyborzhets Joint-Stock Company. 

24. Northern Oil Joint-Stock Company. 

25. The Krasnyy Kotelschik Plant. 
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HpuMepM <<CHJICIBFAX norm:mei-nab> B 2001-2002 roaax 

HaCT05111tHI3 memopaHaym rrpe,acTaBArreT 	no,a6opKy nprorepori 1-1pHMeHelikl11 B 

POCCHH B 1999-2002 TO)laX TeXHOHOTHA OCHROBOF0 nornotuenHa», cocTarmennyro Ha OCHOBC 

1-13/6.11HKaUFIrt B npecce. 

B no,a6opKy He BOLLIJIH AaillibIe 0 <<CH1101361X nonnourenifirx», ocymecTmermbix 
nocpeacTBom npoue,aypra 6aHKpoTcTBa, 0 3axBaTax KOHTp0J151 Hag npearipHHTHAmm [ITM 
aKKymysisnum mmHg 3a cHer Henpo3pagnux npuBaTH3anHoHmAx cxem, OKa3alik151 ,aaBnenHa 
Ha aKnuorrepon H arrarronttnimx meTo,aos, a Tan ice KOHCOSIligaltHSIX KOHTp0.116H0E0 naKeTa 
nyTem nposeorreHrra cnopHmx gonanlmemmluix 3MPICCHA H PICHOR630BaH1,151 apyrwx 
aHaRorrigHmx mexatia3moB. 

ALlanff3Hp0Ba.11110E, 	HCKTIKPIHTWILII0 	erryllau 	FIC110111,30BaHH51 	TeXHOSIOIHR, 

arranorrywram npHimenerturrAm 1-IPOTHB KOMIMHHH aim Pulp>, 6e3OTHOCHTe/16110 K TOMy, 
6bino Jill HC110511430Batikte no,ao6Hbrx TexHanormil Hanparsmetro Ha 3axBaT KOHTpagg rim 
KomnaHHeil HRH Ha 1414ble HeT114. 

B nenom IVIONCHO BMge.)114Tb cHeAyroarne uprimepra npHmeHerrag n0,a06Hrax Texnomorr41. 

1. AKunoHepra, Haa,aerourse HeKOHTpORMIGIM naKeTom mmHg, 11p0B0,1151T CO6CTBOHHOe 

co6paHrte aturrionepoB, ria KOTOpOM 143614patOTCH 110nd! COBeT ,ampercropoB H 

meHextumeHT npe,anprraTHH. FlOC.Tle 3TOCO, no mercy mrrHopliTaprroro aiauloHepa2 
 umiaHHomy, KaK npaB14110, B Cya apyroPO perMOHa, ,aarrlibIg cyg BBIIIOCHT 

onpe,aenerime, o65I36IBaroaree ciapbdi meHemicmenT He npensucTBoBaTE, HoBomy 
merre,a)KmeHTy HCHOJIHSITh CBOH 06)13aHHOCTH. Ha OCHOBaHHH no,a06noro 
onpe,aerreHHH (onpe,aeneHHti) HOBbIrt MeHeg(MeHT npa nomouw pa3HOPO po,aa 
CHROBBIX cTpyrayp 3ax6ammaeT KOHTpagra Hag KomnaHHeR. 

2. Ha OCHOBaHHH onpeaeaeHrm cyaa, BblHeCeHHOF0 B o6ecneneHHe Hem aKuHoHepa, 
HMI Ha apyFOM 10pHgHtleCKH COMHHTeTILHOM OCHOBaHHH flp0143BQUITC51 nepe,aa4a 
peecrpa KOMIlaHHH ApyroNty perHurpaTopy (3agaerryio CHROBEalli MeT0AaM14). ilOCIle 

3Toro, Fip0HCX0gHT crtHcaHne aimITh c JIHIACBBIX ClierOB CO6CTBCHHHKOB H npoga)Ka 
MX no neno4Ke o,ao6pocosecTH6lx» nprro6peraTeneil. 

3. Onpe,aerremor cyrroB no picKam ararmorrepoB HCH011633/10TCS1 ARA «napanH3au1a» 
pa6oTbi KOMITaHHH nyTem 3aripeTa Ha cortepuierme MCHCMKMeHTOM KaKHX R1460 

)2teriCTBH14, HaJB3)KeHHA apecTa Ha aKTHBbI H T.A. flo,ao6Hrae gerICTBHA moryT 
npecne,aoHam ABOAKy10 nenb: KaK 13131HT:tHT6 rvieHea)Kmetur ripoaam KOHTpOilblibirl 

narceT, TaK H B6IllygHT6 meHe,a)KmeHT BEIKyl-IHTb y no,ao6Hmx arwHorrepos, 
1-113HHaalle)KantHri MM naKeT amok'. 

Hrnice ripmEto,arrrest CHHCOK npe,anpursrmii, B KopnopaTHBErmx KOH4HIHKTaX 3a KOHTpOJIL 

tra,a KOTOINAMH B 2001-2002 roixax HCHORL30BaTIHCb TeXHOHOriti4, cxowale C TeXHOZOLASIMH, 

HCI-1011630BaHHMMH rip"' 1-1011MTKaX 3axBaTa aKTHBOB KOMITaHHH dli113 Pulp>, c KpaTKHm 
onHcaHmem crayantiH. 

2 ,-, 
4./C1-10BaHHI4M14 lIJI5I HCKOB anwoHepoe moryT C.1101CHTE, cambie pa3Hoo6pa3Hbie istialcrw, C115133111-1ble icalc c 

ripmBaTn3aumeri npenopugTox, TaK 14 c ero TeKyimert XleflTellb4lOCTI:40. 
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CJIegyeT oco6o 010B0pHT6CR, uTO, yLIHTMBa31 TOT (Data, 	14114)opmartm 

Kopnopanammx KOH4711HKTaX 661.11a nogeprmyra 143 npeccbl, a Tame TOT ClMKT, HTO 

AocrynHnie marepHaAm cocpeAmatiennI B OCHOBHOM Ha OCBC1ReHHH He lopHAHLiecxot4, a 
«cithoBoil>> cocTaBJIAIOIueH KOH4EIHKTa, onHCaHHe KOFICINIPIKTa, B 3HaMHTCTIE.HOil cTeneHH, 
ocuoBMsaeTc5I Ha Hama( npeAnono)xernax 14 pexoHcTpyrann4 01114CMBaCMBIX CO6b1THA. 

1. Ypaabciadi 3anoA xumwieetcoro mamunocTpoemist (Ypaaxilmam) 

CO3,11aHile CHCTeMbI Anamoro meHeAxmeffra, 14C110.111,30BaHl4C onpeAeAcHM1 cyRoB 
o6meil lopHcAma_um RO HcKam aKuneHepoB, Ansi ocymecTarieHnsi 11011b1TKH cpulaBoro 3axBaTa 
npeAnpHaTH5f. 

2. 3ano,a "Kpmcirasta" 

CO3RaHlle CHCTeM1,1 ABoi,Moro meHeA)KmeHTa, ,WII4Te_TILHOe nparnBacTosume 
npoTHBo6opcTnyfoulmx cTopoH c HC11011630Bai4HCM CHROBFAX MeT0eROB 14 o6ecnetareAnHnix 
onpeAeneHml pa3JHUIHEAX cyAoR no Hcxam axunoHepoB. 

3. AO "Pocnau" 

THK nnuarioch ocymecTann nornouleHme d'ocnaHu nocpeAcmom mexaHH3Ma 
6amcpurcTna. }OKOC npHo6pen naxeT axnart npeAnpHATual 14, 14C110.111,3y31 HHarpymeHT HCKOB 

aiamoHepos, lipOTHBOACrICTBoBan 1101IbITKe ROCJIOIRe1114g. 06e CTOpOHE4 HC110J1b30Ban14 

CH.ROBble itvieroAm Ha OCHOBaHHH onpeAenenHil pa3JIMIHIAX cyAoH, B TOM Ilmcne 14 no nexam 
atamoHepoB. 

4. CaRAHHCKHrt meraartypnaxiecyoui 3aBoA (CM3) 

I4CHOHL30BaHHC HCKOB aKulloHepoB AAA 3axBaTa KOHTp03151 Haa npeAnpHATHem nonniTxx 
C14.110BOT0 3axBaTa. 

5. AO "Atic-Onau" 

Co3,EmBe cucTembi ,RBOrlHOF0 meHeA)Kmeara, AsurreabHoe flpOTHBOCT051HPle 

RpOTHB060pCTBy101.HHX cTopoH C HC11011'630BaHHeM CHJIOBSIX MCTOJkOB 14 06ecnetn4Tenbun1x 
onpeAeneHmI pa3AH4Hnix cyAoB (munotiaa Kemeponcime) n0 HcKam afamoHepon. 

6. AO oKy3aeluctie (DeppocnilaBbo> 

Comame CHCTeMbI Anormoro meHerwmeara, 3axBaT 11pCL111p1451T1451 ROBOR 

meHeAxepoB C HCROJIT330BaHl4eM OMOHA, Ha OCHOBaHHH onpeAeAeHnst cyaa no Hcicy 
alamoHepa, o6AaAatomero 1 atameil. 

7. AO «Pocue4)Tb-KpacHo,Rapne4)Tera3» 

CO3RaH14e ClICTeMbI ABormoro mellexicmeHTa H Anyx COBCTOB AnpetcTopoB, TIORLITK14 

3axBaTa npeAripBATBA }mai KomaHAoll meHeAxcepos c Hcnomn3oBaHHem C14.110BEIIX meTopas 
Ha OCHOBaH1414 oupegeRemei pa3.T114qHbIX cyAon HO HcKam MHHOpl4Tapfib1X aKHHOHCp0B. 



8. "MocKorteicliii lietlirertepepa6aTbuiaioluiffi 3aBo,q" (MHH3) 

CHCTeMbI ABOrlHOM peecTpa, HolumeHme AByx cocTaBos aKumonepoB 
ABOFIHOUO meHem)Kmeara. 

9. AO «Kpuorenmam» 

TIonurKa KopnopaTHBHoro InaHTaxca apeRapHsiTHB CO CTOpOilbl KomnaHHH <<MHH(1)14H)>, 

npe,BnpicHATaB c Hcrumb3oBatmem oripeaenefaal cyEtoB no ricKanif kamopwrapardx 
atamoaepoB. 

10. AO «AOHacmii-nliBo» it AO «TBellb-HUB0)) 

AOCTIfiKeHHe ilpaKTIVIeCK14 110.111101-0 aaparama iBe51TC.116110CTI4 KOMFMEHR, nocpeoacmom 
MHOFOril4C.11CHHLIX onpeAte.fieHHri pa3114(111b1X cygoB, BIAHOCHMIAX B o6ecriegeHHe HCKOB 

atakHoHepoB npe,anpngTm. B COOTBeTCTB1414 C )121111161M14 onpeAenefuomm meaexKmeary 
KOMHBIIHrl 3anpeinanoc6 cosepwarb Kame-RH6o Ad-lc-Tama Ha BKITIBM KOMIBBHHH, HanarancB 
apecT H 

11. AO «Ole-imam» 

Co3Ramie cHcrembi AMA-MOM meHexiudefrra H ,Bnyx COBCTOB mpewropoB, 110116ITKH 

3axBaTa apeAripHaTHA HOBO Kw/tat-moil meHeaaepoB c HC110.11b30BalilleM CHJIOBEAX merrouB, 
aa OCHOBB1-114H oripeAeneHval pa3mxtiamx cy,RoB no HcKam mHaopwrapHwx amotiepoB. 

12. AO «Hiniceroponocnii mac.gomaposoil ICOM6HHXD> 

1/131ATHe peecTpa arwHoHepos y perlicTpaTopa, coBeinueHHoe C 14C110.F1b30BaHHeM 

CHMOBLIX meToiwri, Ha OCHOBaHHI4 onpeBenemeg cygoB oomeri LopmclanatHH HO HcKam 
ammoHepos. MahnKa CO341a4114.11 cacTemm ABORHOF0 peecrpa H Aux cocTaBoB aratHoHepon. 

1-1FaKe npoBoAHTca CHFICOK apeRapHATHR, B KopaopaTHBHmx KOH4f1HKTBX, BO3HHKIIIHX 

BoKpyr KoTopmx B 1999 -2002 roAax, HCITOBb3OBBJIHCb onpeAesieHHA cyfloB no HcKam 
aKaHonepoB 14 ApyrHe cxo)KHe Texaorform. B curyamm C ABHEIBIMH HpegripHATHAmm, 
oallaKo, Ha OCHOBBH1414 Hy6m4KauHR npeccr1, CJ10)KHO tleTKO yCraHOBHTB, KoHKpeTnoe 
colieTaHme Hcrion63oBana61x apHemoB. 

13. HK «CHAAHK0». 
14. AOT-lepHI4e ICOMHBEIH14 HFK oCilamectom». (B qaCTHOCTH, 51poc.aanuadi 11113). 
15. AO «Cesepo-3ananuoe napoxoneTBo». 
16. AO «KpacHhal TpeyromainK». 
17. AO «Kya6acyroBt.». 
18. KB «Konsepc6amc». 
19. AO «HAK «A30T». 

• 20. 3ason «KBaeT» (3A0 «14BK»). 
21. AO «TarmeT». 
22. AO «Mopeicoil nopT CatucT-fleTep6ypr». 
23. AO «Kpacnbul Bm6opx<en». 
24. AO «CeBepnaB netert.». 
25. 3aBon «Kpacnbai KOTeJILIIIHK». 
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MEDIA on the Courts
SERGEI ZANKOVSKIY: THEORY AND PRACTICE OF BANKRUPTCY

The analysis of the bankruptcy practices leads to the general conclusion that in
bankruptcy cases there is an extreme antagonism between the two opposing forces, one of
which fights to salvage the enterprise and the other - to liquidate it. There are many examples
confirming this statement, and one of them is the situation around a large Yamal gas extracting
enterprise Rospan.

Theory

The initial purpose of the Law “On Insolvency (Bankruptcy)” was to provide equal
protection of proprietary rights of the debtor and its creditors within the bankruptcy
proceedings. The insolvency trustee, appointed by an arbitrazh court, is a major player in these
proceedings. An insolvency trustee is a neutral figure, who, when so required, assumes the
function of managing the debtor’s business and is obligated to act in good faith and
reasonably, taking into account interests of all parties.

The law provides for two different scenarios depending on the degree of success of
the efforts to pull the debtor out of the crisis: the rehabilitation of its solvency or a settlement
with the creditors, either of which would terminate the bankruptcy proceedings; or, in the
event of a hopeless case, the sale of the debtor’s property in order to pay off its debts,.

These are the general features of the theory of bankruptcy. There is only one more
addition — at any time during the bankruptcy proceedings, the debtor, its creditors and the
insolvency trustee have the right to file petitions with an arbitrazh court with regard to any
violations of their rights.

Practice

However, the practice of the application of the Bankruptcy Law reveals a completely
different picture.

It would be very strange if the dark minds did not think of a way to use
bankruptcy in companies’ hostile takeovers.

The initiation of bankruptcy proceedings turned out to be an extremely easy task: any
company is under a threat of bankruptcy if it is not able to pay off its debts of at least 500
minimal wages within three months. There are several ways to bring a company to the
condition when it is not able to pay off its debts within three months.
One of them, the most “reliable”, is through “penetration” into its executive bodies. This
happened, for example, with one large ore mining and processing plant. Immediately after its
new management came to power, it took out large bank loans with the repayment term of ten
to fifteen days. Clearly, the issue of repayment was not even considered; thus very efficiently
resolving the problem of the initiation of a bankruptcy. The above is just an initial phase, a
preliminary stage in gaining control over a company. The main events develop later, in the
course of the bankruptcy proceedings, when a creditors’ meeting and the insolvency trustee
come into play. The final result of these proceeding depends solely on their interaction.



Goals And Tasks

By definition, the goal of any creditor is to get their money back. This may be
achieved by either rehabilitating the debtor’s solvency or, in case of a deteriorated financial
condition, by declaring the debtor bankrupt with the subsequent sale of its property. For
obvious reasons, the law on bankruptcy gives preference to the “peaceful” development of
events: the debtor company continues to exist, its workers keep their jobs, and the region
where it is located retains all the benefits of the company’s continued presence.

However, things go completely different when the only goal of the creditors is to create
preconditions for gaining control over the company. In such a case, it is in their best interests
to file a petition with the court seeking to remove any insolvency trustee who intends to act in
compliance with the law on bankruptcy. They are interested in quickly declaring the debtor
bankrupt and, therefore, actively resist the possibility of a settlement with the debtor.

The contemporary practice even knows a completely inconceivable case when during
competitive proceedings (which is the bankruptcy’s last stage) the creditors’ meeting decided to
amend the debtor’s Charter and increase its charter capital by issuing additional shares. This
decision directly contradicts the law on bankruptcy, which exhaustively establishes the
competence of a creditors’ meeting and does not provide for the above action.

This case clearly shows how the shareholders of a company under the bankruptcy
proceedings are deprived of any rights that would allow them to protect their interests.

The All-Powerful Trustee

As to the insolvency trustee, his main goal is to act within the framework established
by the law on bankruptcy, taking into account the interests of the debtor as well as its
creditors. The first obstacle to this are poorly qualified trustees.

Negative traditions also become clear when the trustee attempts to orchestrate the
company’s takeover, especially since the law on bankruptcy grants him a wide range of powers.
As early as at the monitoring stage, the trustee can demand the removal of the debtor’s
manager and then assume his responsibilities. The trustee is then able to force commencement
of the competitive proceedings, the final stage in a bankruptcy, which usually ends in
liquidation of the debtor.

In his interactions with the creditors, the sham manager’s goal is to create such a
composition of creditors that would only make decisions necessary for the retention of
control over the company. One of the trustee’s functions, i.e. determining the pool of debtor’s
creditors and the total amount of their claims, serves as an instrument in achieving that goal. In
violation of the law, the trustee can use this function to refuse to include the claims filed by the
“inconvenient” creditors in the register of creditors’
claims. Since for a certain period of time the trustee runs the company and can
independently dispose of its property, he is also able to create false debts to engage
“useful” in his opinion persons as creditors.

There are known cases when an insolvency trustee was in so much hurry to
complete the bankruptcy proceedings and finish off the company that he sold its assets



without an open auction, denying the debtor the opportunity to sell its property for the
most favorable price.

The Antagonism

Every bankruptcy procedure is controlled by an arbitrazh court whose goal is to protect the
rights and interests of an enterprise and to assist in the reinforcement of the law and prevention
of its violations. The legislation, however, is such that many arbitrazh court’s decisions in a
bankruptcy litigation are enforced immediately while appealing them takes up to two months.
Thus, an insolvency trustee has the right to petition the court to take appropriate measures in
securing the creditors’ claims. At the same time, even during the monitoring stage, any
transactions with the [debtor’s] real estate or other property above a certain value threshold may
be performed by the [debtor’s] management only with the consent of the insolvency trustee.
The court’s granting the above petition further limits the rights of the debtor’s executive body
to manage its assets. If said petition of the insolvency trustee (whose goal is to take away the
freedom of actions from the struggling debtor) is granted, a significant amount of time would
elapse before the debtor’s appeal is reviewed.
The analysis of the bankruptcy practices leads to the general conclusion that in these cases in
particular there is an extreme antagonism between the two opposing forces, one of which fights
to salvage the enterprise and the other - to liquidate it. This is why a bankruptcy is a lengthy and
complex procedure and the numerous decisions by the arbitrazh courts in response to the
parties’ various petitions, reflect this antagonism.

Rospan Is No Longer Bankrupt
This applies, for instance,to the bankruptcy of ZAO Rospan International, a gas extracting
company. Its bankruptcy proceedings started almost four years ago. Many insolvency managers
have changed since then. The dispute got to the level of the Supreme Arbitrazh Court until
finally, in January of 2001, the debtor and its creditors’ meeting reached a settlement, which
could have brought the bankruptcy proceedings to a close if approved by the arbitrazh court.

Since that never happened, the events took a new turn: the majority shareholder of Rospan
International, a company named Sti-Sigma, which, naturally, was not interested in liquidating
Rospan, repaid the entire debt of the company by depositing the required amount to a
notary’s bank account, as prescribed by the Civil Code.

This development gave the Moscow City Arbitrazh Court grounds for the dismissal of the
bankruptcy case since, obviously, the goal of protecting the creditors’ interests had been
reached.

Will now a question arise at to what to do with a lethally ill patient who, against all canons of
medicine, has suddenly recovered? It came up in respect of Rospan International because the
Federal Arbitrazh Court for the Moscow Circuit suspended the enforcement of the decision



to end the bankruptcy proceedings.

It is commonly assumed that the suspension of the enforcement of a court’s decision under
appeal is meant to protect the interests of the defendant. It protects the defendant from any
potential losses resulting from a premature execution of the decision, which may be rendered
unlawful or without basis upon review. But what losses were being prevented in the case where
the company’s debts to the creditors were satisfied? And how can an execution be suspended if
the patient is no longer ill?

A number of cases, and this one in particular, forces a conclusion that the bankruptcy law,
despite its positive general objectives, needs modifications, just as the courts’ practices of its
implementation need to be corrected.

The author is the director of the Center for Business Law at the Institute of the State and Law
of the Russian Academy of Sciences.

***

Footnote:
ZANKOVSKY, Sergey Sergeyevich was bom in 1946 in Moscow.
In 1971, he graduated from the State Distance-Learning Law School with a major in
Jurisprudence.
1966-1971 — Secretary and then Senior Consultant at the Moscow Regional Court.

1970-1971 – Management of Court at the RSFSR Ministry of Justice, Senior ConsultantFrom
1971 to the present — postgraduate fellow and then Senior Research Assistant at the
Institute of the State and Law of the Russian Academy of Sciences; since 1986 — Director
of the Center for Business Law. Currently, he also serves as an expert at the Russian
Foundation for Legal Regulations. He specializes in business contracts, corporate
bankruptcy, and legal aspects of the state regulation of economy.
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A Rocky Road Led to Big Russian Oil Deal

By SABRINA TAVERNISE

Correction Appended

MOSCOW, Feb. 18— Russia's deal of the decade got off to a rough start.

For months, teams of investment bankers, lawyers and accountants had been jetting between

London and Moscow trying to nail down an agreement that promised to be the single largest

investment in Russia since the fall of Communism. A giant new Russian oil company would be

created from Tyumen Oil, Sidanco and Onaco, with BP, a minority owner of Sidanco, investing

billions to buy half the new company. But BP would not specify just how many billions it had in

mind.

At long last, a delegation of BP executives led by Rodney Chase, the No. 2 executive after Lord

Browne, came to Russia last fall with a figure. It was not to the Russians' liking, and a hush fell

on their side of the table.

Mikhail M. Fridman, the leading figure among the investors negotiating with BP, recalled in an

interview this week that he tried to be noncommittal but was also holding out for a better offer.

''I didn't want to agree in a way that felt like I had resolved the issue,'' Mr. Fridman said.

It took more months of wrangling to close the gap on price, including a period when the parties

seemed to be stuck at just $300 million apart, less than 3 percent of the venture's ultimate

value. Finally last week, they struck agreement: BP would pay $6.8 billion in cash and stock and

would choose the new company's top executives, with Mr. Fridman's Alfa Group and his

partners -- Leonard Blavatnik, the Russian-born American head of Access Industries and Victor

Vekselberg of the Renova Group -- holding a half-interest but ceding senior management

positions.

The deal puts a foreign company in control of a major producer in Russia's energy heartland for

the first time, and it gives BP a big lead in opening up Russia as a ''province'' for Western energy

companies to seek reserves and growth.

''It's a pretty surprising deal,'' said one Western banker. ''It shows that foreigners figured out a

way to collaborate with Russians. It's almost inconceivable now that you could ever go back and

reconsider privatization.'' But though it was not apparent to outside observers at the time, a

sizable portion of the foothold BP had already won in Russia was also on the line in the talks.
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Mr. Fridman and his partners held an option to buy out most of BP's holdings in Sidanco, which

was due to expire in the middle of 2004, and they intended to use it.

BP spent six hard years building that presence, and was caught in the middle of a dispute

between its first partner, Vladimir Potanin, and Tyumen Oil, which Mr. Fridman controlled.

Eventually, BP made peace with Mr. Fridman; now they are partners.

''Mr. Fridman has been very successful in a tumultuous market,'' said Robert Dudley, the BP

vice president who negotiated much of the deal. ''He's got a long-term outlook. I won't say that's

rare in Russia, but it was very important to us.''

The deal thrilled other leading Russian oil executives. Mr. Fridman got congratulatory calls

from some of the most powerful, including Roman Abramovich of Sibneft and Mikhail

Khodorkovsky of Yukos Oil. The high value for Russian oil assets built into BP's deal lifted the

market prices of others in the industry.

''The deal gives a benchmark to the Russian market,'' Mr. Fridman said.

But some of the country's political elite remain wary. Raised in Soviet times, they are

uncomfortable with any loss of control over an important piece of Russia's economy.

The main production unit of the new venture, Tyumen Oil, was the last of Russia's state-owned

oil companies to be privatized, and the first to be priced a bit closer to actual value than

previous sales, where the value was set by official decree.

Mr. Fridman and his partners paid $810 million for 40 percent of Tyumen, part of a total of $5

billion the state received for all the oil assets now being assigned to the new venture, according

to Mr. Fridman. BP is now paying a price that implies a total value for those assets of about $16

billion, including contributions brought to the table by BP, but not including proceeds from

recent bond sales.

Takeover followed by makeover has been Mr. Fridman's signature strategy in Alfa Group's

various investments. He refurbished and sold a Russian candy maker to Danone Group, the

maker of Dannon yogurt; a glass maker to Asahi Glass of Japan, and a cement producer to

Holcim of Switzerland.

A member of Boris Yeltsin's inner circle in the mid-1990's, Mr. Fridman shares the

unsentimental view of his investment properties that is common among Russia's young tycoons,

but a sharp departure from the Soviet managers who came before them. He also does not

hesitate to apply bare knuckles to the country's ramshackle legal system, pioneering the use of

the bankruptcy courts as a corporate takeover tool.
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Analysts here say it is still unclear if other deals will follow. But the deal does start a trail toward

a new phase of economic development in Russia, with today's industrial oligarchies giving way

to more diverse ownership, including publicly held foreign companies like BP.

''Any business should be sold if you're offered the right price,'' Mr. Fridman said. ''If you don't,

the market will punish you. Or God. Or maybe they are the same thing.''

Photo: Robert Dudley, left, BP's vice president, joined Viktor Vekselberg, chairman of Tyumen

Oil, and Mikhail Fridman, principal owner of the Alfa Group, to introduce Russia's third-largest

oil company last week. (Bloomberg News)
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Chase, Howard 

From: Bennett, Sam M 
Sent: Wednesday, February 27,20028:36 AM 

Stewart, Ian B; Odone, Toby; Baldwin, John T 
Ch"ase, Howard; Herold, Richard A 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: Canada's Norex Alleges Russian Oil Racketeering Scheme 

Gentlemen, Rotzang (Norex) has had a very long running battle over this issue with Alfa-Access. This does indeed 
date back to the good (bad) old days. Norex has filed against Access because Access is a US registered company. 
Access is led by Len Blavatnik. Blavatnik's partner is Victor Vekselberg, the two run the Russian company. Renovo. 
Access is Alfa's partner and co-owner of the notorious TNK. iNK. through the even more notorious German Khan. 
is the real target of Norex's suit. While our history is intertwined with the events that befell Norex, we long ago 
ported company on the road to where we find ourselves to-day. Our official response should be that this is nothing 
to do with us. 

--original Message--
From: Stewart,. Jan B 
Sent: 27 February 2002 13:09 
To: Odone, Toby; BaldwIn, John T 
Cc: Bennett. Sam M; Chase, Howard; Herold, RIdlard A 
Subject: RE: Canada's Norex Alleges Russian 011 RacketeerIng Scheme 

Toby - Nah, that was Kaz, this goes back to the good ... I mean bad 01' days .. 

John - See below. We are the victims named in the final par. Can you remember the names of the Access I Renova 
guys? Is this a serious tum of events? If so, do we see implications for us via Alta? 

Regards. 

--Clriginal Message-
From: Odone, Toby 
Sent: 27 February 2002 12:26 
To: Stewart, Ian B 
Subject: FW: Canada's Norex Alleges Russian Oil RacketeerIng Scheme 

This is not what we were talking about is it? That was definitely Kazakhstan ... 
---Original Message-

From: NIcholas, David H 
Sent: 27 February 2002 10:54 
To: Bebbington, Oare; Odone, Toby; BaldwIn, John T; stewart. Ian B 
Subject: canada's Norex Alleges Russian Oil Racketeerlng SCheme 

In case it's of any interest: 

Canada's Norex Alleges Russian Oil Racketeering Scheme 

By COLLEEN DEBAISE 

Of DOW JONES NEWSWIRES 

NEW YORK -- Canadian oil finn Norex Petroleum Ltd. contends in a lawsuit that a group of American 
companies operated a massive racketeering and money-laundering scheme to take over a major portion 
of the Russian oil industry. 

Norex claims the American businesses wielded control over Russia's Tyumen Oil Co. and used that 
power to take over Yugraneft, another Russian oil company, in the "old-fashioned way - through 
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fraudulent representations. sheer physical force of amled thugs, and corruption of the local government" 

Norex, which had been a majority shareholder ofYupeft, seeks compensatory damages of at least 
$500 million and triple damages ofS1.S billion under federal racketeering laws. 

The suit, filed Tuesday in Manhattan federal court, claims the scheme was masterminded in offices in 
New York by Access Industries Inc., Renova Inc., and the executives who controlled those businesses. 

Access Industries couldn't immediately be reac~ed. A phone message left at Renova wasn't immediately 
returned. . 

According to the suit, the American businesses conspired with the Alfa Group, a consortium of 
international companies that reportedly has close ties to the Kremlin, in the illegal scheme. 

Access Industries, Renova and Alfa allegedly paid bribes to Russian government officials in order to 
take over Tyumen during its privatization in the late 1990s, Norex claims in the suit. 

The companies also bribed officials to take over and maintain control ofYugraneft, according to the suit. 

Norex said in the suit that the illegal scheme extended to the bankruptcy proceedings of two units of 
Sidanco (R.SDK), the Russian oil company. 

Norex said Access, Renova and Alfarigged auctions of the assets of the bankrupt companies to obtain 
their petroleum reserves. The "corrupted bankruptcies" ultimately banned Sidanco and its shareholders, 
including BP Amoco PLC (BP), the Harvard University Endowment Fund and Norex, according to the 
suit. 

-By Colleen DeBaise, Dow Jones NeWswires; 212-227-2017; colleen.debaise@dowjones.com 

Updated February 26. 20026:58 p.m. EST 
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BP has only held us back, says Russian oligarch Mikhail
Fridman

RELATED LINKS

TNK-BP chief wins 10-day reprieve 

in visa row 

Fight for control of TNK-BP is 

tearing it apart 

Mark Franchetti 

FOR a man at the centre of the most bitter corporate Anglo-Russian battle in history, 

Mikhail Fridman, chairman of the oil giant TNK-BP, seemed remarkably unruffled. 

Casually dressed in linen trousers and an open-necked light-blue shirt, the billionaire 

was at his desk surfing Russia’s most popular social-networking website as I was

ushered into his Moscow office. 

A few days earlier Fridman and three other Russian tycoons, who together own 50% 

of TNK-BP, had failed once again to remove Robert Dudley, the venture’s BP-backed 

chief executive. The position of the two sides had become even more entrenched and 

the atmosphere at the company’s headquarters was said by one insider to be “brutal”. 

Far more is at stake than control of the British-Russian joint venture. The outcome of

the clash, which is being closely watched by big business, the Kremlin and Downing 

Street, could have an impact on foreign investment in Russia and on the country’s 

image abroad. 

Far from appearing under pressure, Fridman was bullish. “I have no doubts 

whatsoever that soon me and my Russian partners will achieve what we want,” he 

said. “Common sense will prevail. All will be well and we’ll have our way. We are 

perfectly capable of protecting our interests. As far as we are concerned there can be 

no compromise on some issues. What we want is simple and reasonable: for TNK-BP 

to be an independent company and not be treated as a subsidiary of BP. 

“I don’t think this conflict is bad for Russia’s 

image. It’s important to send the right 

message to foreign investors. Russia 

welcomes foreign investment but only that 

which helps Russian companies to grow. We 

don’t need foreign investment that creates 

problems for Russian companies. This is a 

high-profile shareholders’ clash - it’s not 

about democracy, the rule of law in Russia, 

the Kremlin and all that propaganda about 

nasty Russian businessmen.” 

The row between BP and Alfa-Access-Renova (AAR) - the consortium of Russian 

shareholders made up of Fridman and fellow billionaires Viktor Vekselberg, Leonard 

Blavatnik and German Khan - was stoked up further last week when a group of TNK-

BP’s Russian managers launched a lawsuit against Dudley. They accuse the chief

executive, who still has BP’s confidence, of mismanagement. 

Dudley’s future was still in the balance last week after a decision to extend his 

Russian visa by only 10 days pending clarification about his work contract. BP claims

Dudley has a contract enabling him to keep working but AAR says it expired in

December. 

Dudley rejected the allegations made in the lawsuit and warned that the bitter 

infighting “would tear the company apart”. AAR, however, is determined to remove him 

because it claims he is too close to BP to act as an independent chief executive. 

His dismissal, said Fridman, AAR’s largest shareholder, is a demand on which “there 

can’t be any compromise and won’t be any compromise. We want a new chief 

executive who is not from BP but hired on the open market.” 

BP has already suggested Dudley would still be entitled to run the group from abroad. 

Dudley’s latest problems come after months of wrangling over visas and work permits 

for the company’s 85 foreign staff, many of whom have had to leave Russia. Others 

have been barred from the TNK-BP building. 

Fridman, 44, said he supported the Russian Migration Service’s action against the 

employees as he claimed the company had broken employment laws, but the tycoon 

strongly denied he had used his influence over Russia’s bureaucracy to start the 

trouble. TNK-BP has also had problems with Russia’s tax police and the FSB, the 

former KGB, which accused one of the oil company’s employees of being a spy. 

“All this has nothing to do with me or the other Russian shareholders,” insisted 

Fridman. “The tax problems started long before our conflict with BP and the FSB 

scandal hurt us as much as it did BP.

“It’s true that in Russia there are closer ties between business and politics than in the 

West but we haven’t turned to anyone to solve our problems with BP. We don’t need 

any help. If the Kremlin had been involved, as some have falsely claimed, it would 

have had no problems removing Dudley.” 

In what threatens to become a legal quagmire, AAR is preparing writs against BP over 

its use of secon-dees, foreign staff employed at TNK-BP’s Moscow offices, as well as

over its appointment of board members at some of TNK-BP’s subsidiaries.

BP for its part is seeking the removal of Khan, the oil giant’s executive director, and 

the legal and security chiefs because it believes they have sought to put pressure on 

BP’s position in the venture and have defied Dudley’s instructions. 

BP has also started legal action against the tycoons over tax payments of £180m 

which it says predate the merger with AAR and should have been settled by the four 

billionaires. AAR says the claim is inflated and proof of BP’s “bullying tactics”. MY PROFILE

From The Sunday Times
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Last month BP accused Fridman and the other Russian tycoons of a “return to the 

corporate raiding” typical of Russia in the 1990s and said the clash was a “dispute 

over control - and perhaps ultimately ownership of the company”. 

Fridman, whose fortune is estimated by Forbes at over £10 billion - making him the 

world’s 20th richest man – accuses BP of entering secret partnership talks with 

Gazprom, the Russian state energy giant.

BP denies it was seeking to switch partners but AAR is adamant the British company 

breached its trust and behaved unethically by seeking to have Gazprom buy out the 

Russian shareholders’ share. Fridman said he and the other billionaires were “very 

upset, to put it mildly”, but insisted the secret talks were not the reason for the present 

battle - “only an excuse”. 

The struggle, which Gordon Brown brought up earlier this month during his first

meeting Dmitry Medvedev, the new Russian president, is about TNK-BP’s

independence from BP, said Fridman. The British-Russian joint venture has been

underperforming because its expansion outside Russia clashes with BP’s global

interests. 

Proposals by the Russian shareholders to buy refineries and retail networks in Europe 

to increase TNK-BP’s margins and extend its reach beyond oil production were 

repeatedly thwarted by BP, said Fridman, who argued that, compared with the 

Russian oil giant Lukoil, TNK-BP had been stagnating.

AAR charges that the venture’s BP-appointed managers - especially Dudley - put BP’s 

interests before TNK-BP’s. To illustrate his point Fridman produced a memo sent by 

Dudley in March which states that “We are not authorised to with do business in Cuba, 

Sudan, North Korea, Syria, Iran and Myanmar”. The explanation given for the ban, 

said Fridman, was that these were countries hostile to America. 

“But TNK-BP is a Russian-registered company, with reserves in Russia - it’s not 

American,” fumed Fridman. “Take Cuba for instance. This greatly upset us. Russia 

has been sending oil to Cuba for 40 years and spent tens of billions of dollars on the 

island. Why shouldn’t we make the most of our political advantage to grasp such 

opportunities? It’s nonsense. 

“Why can’t we do business with Syria when Lukoil does? It may not be in BP’s interest

but for TNK-BP it’s more than good business sense.” 

Fridman also disagreed with comments made recently by Vladimir Putin, the former 

president, who is now prime minister. Putin, who oversaw the TNK-BP merger in 2003 

claimed to have warned both sides that a 50-50 equal partnership would fail. Fridman

believes the structure can be made to work and does not regret merging with BP.

For the bitter conflict to be resolved, however, AAR will not be satisfied simply with 

Dudley’s removal. His replacement must come from outside BP’s ranks, the 

management and board must be more independent of BP and the company must be 

allowed to develop and expand even when its goals come into conflict with BP’s. 

“Our demands are reasonable,” said Fridman, who added that he had not expected 

the TNK-BP merger to be without problems but was naïve to imagine they would not 

be serious. “Ultimately the main problem is an emotional one,” he said. “Since we are 

not professional oilmen, BP appears to have thought of us as oligarchs who became 

rich by chance as a result of the chaos of the 1990s. And that most of all we would be 

interested in having fun with yachts, private Boeings and football clubs. 

“But we’re very hands-on businessmen who take a keen interest in making sure our 

investments are as profitable as possible. TNK is our baby. We bought it when it was 

bankrupt and turned it into a success. We’re not trying to take over anything. We want 

an independent company. And we’ll succeed.”
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WHAT'S BEHIND THE RAIDS ON TNK-BP AND BP
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9:30PM GMT 31 Jan 2011
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CEO went on run from the Darth Vader of Russia
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------- SUMMARY -------

1.(C) The backdrop to last week's raid on TNK-BP is a tale of intrigues inside intrigues with speculation 

running rampant over who is behind the attacks and why. We may never know but our best guess is that it is

ultimately a commercial struggle for control and ownership of a highly productive asset. That struggle has 

been on-going for some time and has two main threads. The first is the desire on the part of some of the 

Russian partners, billionaires all, to exercise greater control, and derive more of the profits, than BP. The 

second is the GOR's desire that Gazprom purchase the Russian half of the company -- Gazprom, naturally, 

wants a lower price, the Russian billionaires, if they have to sell, want a high price. Others see political

motives and the chance to take a slap at the British as well. However, ultimately this is a story about billions 

and billions of dollars. End Summary

------------------- BILLIONAIRES VS. BP -------------------

2.(C) Various theories have been circulating among the oil and gas community as well as in the local press 

as to the motives behind the recent attacks (refs A and B) on TNK-BP, one of the world's ten largest oil 

companies. Prominent among these theories is in-fighting among the shareholders, especially between BP 

and its Russian billionaire partners. The TNK half of TNK-BP is shared between billionaires Viktor 

Vekselberg (Renova company - 12.5 percent), Mikhail Fridman, German Khan and Peter Aven (Alfa Group -

- 12.5, 11, and 1.5 percent) and (Amcit) Lev Blavatnik (Access Industries -- 12.5 percent). The Russian 

billionaires, especially those from Alfa, are feuding with BP in a spat that goes back years. As one BP official 

told us when the company was forming, "We have a love-hate relationship. They love us (our money), and 

we hate them (their corporate governance and management styles)." 

3.(C) According to a western TNK-BP official, the raids should be seen as the latest in this multi-year 

attempt to drive out or scare away the foreign managers of the company, which made nearly $9 billion in 

profits last year. Khan has traditionally led the charge to get rid of the western managers who have brought 

to the company western business practices such as accountable corporate governance, transparency, and 

fiscal discipline. In particular, senior western TNK-BP executives have pointed to the company's 

procurement as a sore point for Khan and to a lesser extent the other billionaires. TNK-BP spends several 

billion dollars a year on equipment and supplies. The BP half of TNK-BP has been able to limit directed 

purchases and kick-backs, much to the chagrin of some of their business partners. The former BP officials in 

the company also point to a contentious board meeting last fall at Fridman's Chateau in the south of France. 

When their prediction that declining investment would lead to falling production and profits proved prescient, 

the Alfa partners in particular used this to argue for a change in senior management. 

4.(C) Threatening the visa status of the western employees in the company has been a favorite tactic 

xxxxxxxxxxxx These efforts appear to have culminated in a March 25 announcement that 148 of the BP

employees seconded to TNK-BP would have to temporarily be removed from the company while their visa 

status is clarified. xxxxxxxxxxxx 

5.(C) Adding another wrinkle to the in-fighting between the billionaires and BP is that the billionaires quarrel 

among themselves as well. The BP managers have a much better relationship with Vekselberg and 
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Blavatnik. They regard Vekselberg as a serious businessman and one whom they hoped would be able to 

buy out the other Russian partners. Blavatnik has a limited operational role in the company, reducing scope 

for friction. The BP managers tell us that talk of one partner or another buying out the others has been going 

on for some time.

------------------------------------- GAZPROM TRYING TO SAVE A FEW BILLION? -------------------------------------

6.(C) The other widely circulated theory behind the FSB raid on TNK-BP is that it is an attempt by Gazprom 

to knock down the billionaires' price. Gazprom and the TNK half of TNK-BP have reportedly been 

negotiating for months over a price for the Russian half of the company. When TNK-BP was formed in 2003, 

the agreement stipulated that the Russian partners would not sell their shares until January 1, 2007, a date 

which was subsequently pushed back a year. Over the past six months, the western managers at TNK-BP 

have told us that the GOR would prefer to buy out the billionaires and bring the company more fully under 

state control. Moreover, they have told us that although Rosneft was mentioned early on as a potential

partner, the GOR apparently decided that only Gazprom would be allowed to purchase the Russian half of 

the company. 

7.(C) On the whole, BP is sanguine about this prospect. In their view, Gazprom would likely make a more

reliable and predictable partner. The negotiations over the Kovykta gas field (ref C) led to Gazprom-BP 

negotiations over a global strategic tie-up that in turn puts the potential partnership in TNK-BP in a positive 

light. The most likely model would be the Sakhalin Energy Investment Corporation (SEIC). Although Shell 

was pressured into selling a majority share to Gazprom, it has been left to operate the company more or 

less as it sees fit. That said, Vladimir Konavalov, the head of the Petroleum Advisory Forum, told us it is

possible that Gazprom may nonetheless want to reduce BP to a minority share in the company. A western 

TNK-BP official told us BP can live with this and that there is already a side deal in place once the purchase 

happens that would give Gazprom 50 percent plus one of the shares. 

8.(C) The Russian billionaires on the other hand are not at all happy at the prospect of being forced to sell

their shares and if push comes to shove they are determined to get the best price they can. Vladimir Milov, a 

former Deputy Energy Minister, told us that the GOR would prefer to avoid any hint of the Yukos affair in 

resolving TNK-BP's ownership. If the billionaires are forced to sell, they will get "market value." The question 

is who determines that market value? It will not be the market. However, it will not be Gazprom either. The 

billionaires have connections, influence, and above all cash with which to fight. One of the senior western

TNK-BP executives told us recently that he was surprised the fight had gone on as long as it had and that it 

was apparent they had underestimated the billionaires. In particular, this official noted, the Alfa Group's 

Peter Aven appears to have considerable influence in the Kremlin. This official also noted that Gazprom is 

only interested in the whole of the Russian half, giving any of the billionaires an effective veto over the sale 

by, for instance, fomenting continuing uncertainty, as the Alfa Group may have done with these latest

attacks. 

9.(C) Vekselberg threw down the price gauntlet by publicly valuing the company at $60 billion late last year. 

This is not an arbitrary sum. The western executives at TNK-BP have told us that extrapolating from the 

small amount of shares currently traded publicly undervalues the company and that based on its reserves, 
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production, and profits, Vekselberg's figure is close to the mark. The difference is considerable. However, 

based on those publicly traded shares (less than 3 MOSCOW 00000864 003 OF 004 percent of the total) 

the current market capitalization of the company is $27 billion, having dropped 10 percent following the raid. 

Depending on which valuation is used, Gazprom would have to pay either $3.5 or 7.5 billion dollars for each 

12.5 percent stake, reason enough to fight. 

10.(C) Adding grist to the theory that Gazprom is behind the investigation is the fact that under Russian law, 

it is the target of industrial espionage that must initiate the investigation by filing a complaint. Gazprom was 

almost certainly aware of TNK-BP's "Gazprom project" assessing it as a potential partner and may have 

chosen to use this to put pressure on the billionaires. Seen in this light, actions such as Mitvol's 

environmental review (ref A) are seen by many as part of a coordinated attack on the company to reduce its 

value and induce the sale of its Russian half.

-------------------- KREMLIN IN-FIGHTING? --------------------

11.(C) No conspiracy theory in today's Russia would be complete without some reference to the power 

struggle within the Kremlin, particularly in light of the impending change at the top. In a March 25 meeting, 

Ekho Moskvy Editor Aleksey Venediktov called the action by the FSB a warning shot to Medvedev. He

speculated that very involvement of the FSB as evidence that the actions were tied to FSB Chief Patrushev 

and through him to Presidential Administration Deputy Sechin,s maneuvering during this political transition. 

Many Embassy contacts have in fact predicted a loss of influence for Sechin following the transition. 

Creating a scandal over TNK-BP could be a means for Sechin and his supporters to remind the President-

elect of their ability to wreak political havoc. If such a scandal disrupts business dealings between Gazprom 

-- the rival to the siloviki-dominated Rosneft state oil company (which Sechin chairs) -- and Western 

partners, so much the better. 

12.(C) There are, however, reasons to discount this theory. As we noted above, BP has told us that Rosneft 

is no longer a serious potential purchaser of the Russian half of TNK-BP. A senior western executive at 

Rosneft told us the same thing. In addition, many of the contacts with whom we discussed TNK-BP 

developments pointed out that FSB involvement isn't conclusive one way or the other. Any of the players in 

this game could have access to the FSB, including Gazprom and the Alfa Group.

------------------- A JAB AT THE BRITS? -------------------

13.(C) Given abysmal Russian-British bilateral relations, the press and some of our British counterparts, 

were quick to see an FSB raid on the highest profile British investment here as a politically motivated attack 

against the Brits. Ilya and Alexander Zaslavsky, the two brothers who were arrested in connection with the 

FSB's charges of "commercial espionage" were, respectively, heads of the Oxford-Cambridge and the 

British Council alumni associations. These linkages were widely publicized and embraced by many media 

outlets as being related to the raid on TNK-BP and BP offices. 

14.(C) However, despite the prominent attention given in the press to the British angle of the story, it seems 

to us more likely that this is coincidental. Regardless of the state of the two countries political relations, the 
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commercial relationship is very strong and has been largely fenced off by both governments. Some of our 

contacts said it was entirely possible that the connection to the British Council was simply a PR "bonus" for 

the FSB. 

---------------------------- CONCLUSION: FOLLOW THE MONEY ----------------------------

15.(C) Fridman/Khan vs. Vekselberg, TNK vs. BP, TNK-BP vs. Gazprom, BP vs. Gazprom, FSB vs. Brits, 

and siloviki vs. siloviki. A BP official told us last week that this situation will probably be "messy for a while". 

That seems a safe bet. Our sense is that this is ultimately a MOSCOW 00000864 004 OF 004 multi-faceted 

fight for control and ownership of a multi-billion dollar company, which BP and its executives at TNK-BP are 

caught in the middle of. We'll probably never knew who ordered the raid and why or who ordered the 

Zaslavsky brothers' arrest and why. What we will eventually know, to paraphrase Churchill, is which bulldog 

emerges from under the carpet with the prize. We think it will be Gazprom, but it may take longer than they 

would like. BURNS 

© Copyright of Telegraph Media Group Limited 2011
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BP vents its frustration on Russian partners

Mr Sutherland's comments are likely to infuriate the Kremlin

By David Litterick

12:01AM BST 13 Jun 2008

BP has launched its fiercest attack yet on the Kremlin and its joint venture partners at TNK-BP, accusing

them of acting like "corporate raiders" who risk destabilising Russia and closing the country to foreign

investment.

BP chairman Peter Sutherland warned that unless President Dmitry Medvedev backed up his promises to

restore "the rule of law", Western companies would likely turn their back on the country, depriving it of the

capital and expertise needed to develop its oil resources.

Mr Sutherland's intervention in the battle for TNK-BP is the strongest signal yet of BP's frustration at the

Kremlin and its joint venture partners as the business becomes embroiled in a political quagmire.

"There has been much discussion in the press of late regarding our Russian joint venture TNK-BP," Mr

Sutherland told the World Business Summit in Stockholm. "Are there too many foreign managers? Is Bob

Dudley a good CEO? Are we stifling the growth of the company and preventing expansion overseas? These

are all potentially interesting debates, but I am afraid, however, that they miss the essential issue. The

struggle over TNK-BP is unfortunately a much simpler dispute over control, and perhaps ultimately

ownership, of the company.
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Comment: Politicians must oil the wheels of Russian commerce
(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/money/main.jhtml?xml=/money/2008/06/13/ccoml113.xml)

More on oil (http://www.telegraph.co.uk/money/main.jhtml?
menuId=242&menuItemId=10295&view=HEADLINESUMMARY2&grid=F7&targetRule=14)

"This is just a return to the corporate raiding activities that were prevalent in Russia in the 1990s. Prime

Minister Putin has referred to these tactics as relics of the 1990s, but unfortunately our partners continue to

use them and the leaders of the country seem unwilling or unable to step in and stop them. This is bad for

us, bad for the company and of course very bad for Russia."

With oil and other resources trading at record prices, the Kremlin has been taking back control of its vast

energy assets that it believes were sold off too cheaply in the early 1990s, when Russia was an economic

"basket case". The Kremlin used its muscle against Royal Dutch Shell over the Sakhalin 2 field. After a long

battle, Shell eventually relinquished control to Gazprom.

BP controls 50pc of TNK-BP, which provides around a quarter of BP's oil production. The rest is owned by

oligarchs, including Len Blavatnik, Viktor Vekselberg and Mikhail Fridman, who sparked the latest crisis

several weeks ago with calls for Mr Dudley to be replaced. The calls pushed private disputes between the

partners bubbling into the open and the Russian shareholders have since accused the British group of

running the venture for its own benefit. They are understood to have launched legal proceedings against BP

yesterday.

Mr Sutherland's comments are likely to infuriate the Kremlin and will ratchet up the pressure on the Russian

government to settle the dispute. Russian deputy prime minister Igor Sechin, who met BP chief executive

Tony Hayward last week, has said the Russian government would not intervene in the dispute, but it is

widely believed that the government wants to take control of at least part of the TNK-BP operation by

merging it with one of the big Russian oil companies.

The dispute comes at a time when Russian oil production is set to decline because of lack of investment. It

means the country, the most important oil producer after Saudi Arabia, needs an injection of capital and

expertise to exploit new oil reserves in Siberia.

© Copyright of Telegraph Media Group Limited 2011
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TNK-BP UPDATE: COURT BARS DUDLEY FROM 
POST FOR SHAM LABOR VIOLATIONS

Passed to the Telegraph by WikiLeaks

9:30PM GMT 31 Jan 2011

Ref ID: 08MOSCOW2452

Date: 8/18/2008 14:05

Origin: Embassy Moscow

Classification: CONFIDENTIAL

Destination: 08MOSCOW1294|08MOSCOW2153|08MOSCOW2273

Header: VZCZCXRO3045PP RUEHFL RUEHKW RUEHLA RUEHROV RUEHSRDE RUEHMO #2452/01 

2311405ZNY CCCCC ZZHP 181405Z AUG 08FM AMEMBASSY MOSCOWTO RUEHC/SECSTATE 

WASHDC PRIORITY 9553INFO RUCNCIS/CIS COLLECTIVE PRIORITYRUEHZL/EUROPEAN POLITICAL 
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Tags: EPET,ENRG,ECON,PGOV,RS

C O N F I D E N T I A L SECTION 01 OF 02 MOSCOW 002452 SIPDIS DEPT FOR EUR/RUS, FOR 

EEB/ESC/IEC GALLOGLY AND WRIGHT EUR/CARC, SCA (GALLAGHER, SUMAR) DOE FOR 

FREDRIKSEN, HEGBORG, EKIMOFF E.O. 12958: DECL: 08/18/2018 TAGS: EPET, ENRG, ECON, 

PGOV, RS SUBJECT: TNK-BP UPDATE: COURT BARS DUDLEY FROM POST FOR SHAM LABOR 

VIOLATIONS REF: A. MOSCOW 2273 B. MOSCOW 2153 C. MOSCOW 1294 Classified By: ECON MC 

Eric T. Schultz for Reasons 1.4 (b/d) ------- SUMMARY -------

1.(C) A Moscow court suspended TNK-BP CEO Bob Dudley from his post on August 14 due to labor code 

violations in what BP's chief lawyer in Russia, Michael Drew (strictly protect), described to us as a sham 

proceeding. Drew maintained that the varied and sustained attacks on Dudley and BP indicated Kremlin 

complicity. Still, he expressed optimism that an agreement ending the dispute could be reached by year's 

end to avoid permanent damage to the company. The case is the latest in the string of attacks against BP's 
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interests in TNK-BP -- attacks that will end only with an agreement between the shareholders, probably at 

GOR instigation, on the future of the company. End summary. 

----------------------------- SHAM PROCESS, SHAM VIOLATIONS -----------------------------

2.(C) Drew told us August 18 BP had little illusion it would win the case, but that the court's decision came

quicker than expected. He said Dudley remains CEO, "with full powers," until an appellate court rules on 

BP's appeal. He said an appeal usually takes 4 to 6 weeks, but he thought the court would rule, and against 

BP, within 2 to 3 weeks. Drew's pessimism stems from his belief that the entire proceeding has been a farce, 

with TNK-BP shareholders AAR feeding the labor inspectorate information on which to act. He said even his 

Russian legal team is surprised and ashamed by the lack of any semblance of due process, including the 

court's acceptance of clearly falsified documents and bogus testimony. 

3.(C) Drew explained that this court decision is based on a finding by the labor authorities that six foreign 

employees of TNK-BP had not been tested, as required, on their adherence to health, safety, and 

environmental regulations related to the use of computers. He said a CEO can be barred "automatically" for 

a repeat of a serious offense, or, as in this case, at the discretion of the labor inspectorate for findings of 

"gross violations," which he described as high-level malfeasance. Obviously, Drew said, Dudley was guilty of 

neither. 

4.(C) Expounding on TNK-BP's other woes, Drew provided an update on the case (ref C) brought by

minority shareholder Tetlis, a company linked to AAR partner Mikheil Fridman's Alfa Group. An earlier 

Tyumen court ruling in this case resulted in BP pulling all secondees from TNK-BP in July. Drew said BP 

recently won an appeal in an Omsk court that nullified the Tyumen ruling, but that the same judge from the

Tyumen court, on the same day as the Omsk ruling, issued a new injunction against continued employment 

of the secondees. 

----------------- KREMLIN SANCTION? -----------------

5.(C) Given the varied and sustained attacks against BP's interests in TNK-BP, Drew believed that the 

Kremlin must be complicit. "Either that, or Mikheil Fridman is running the country," he said. (Note: Dudley 

himself told Ambassador Burns in April that Alfa Bank co-owner Peter Aven once warned Viktor Vekselberg 

-- who was then uncertain whether he wished to participate in the attack on BP -- that &we (Alfa Bank) can 

do anything, anything we want in this country,8 and that Putin had told confidants that he was not ready at 

that time to take on Fridman's power. End Note.) Drew was frustrated that the courts, the prosecutors, the 

Federal Migration Service, the labor inspectors, all appeared to have been bought by AAR. Meanwhile,

according to Drew, there is continued silence from the Kremlin regarding TNK-BP's troubles. 

6.(C) Drew also noted in support of this thesis that in the various cases against Dudley, the CEO had been 

served papers MOSCOW 00002452 002 OF 002 compelling him to appear at hearings with only a few hours

notice, including in courts far from Moscow, such as the Tyumen court. Furthermore, Dudley had often found 
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the papers "left on his kitchen table" upon his return to his apartment in the evening, presumably left by court 

or government officials who let themselves into Dudley's residence.

---------------------- AGREEMENT BY YEAR END? ----------------------

7.(C) Drew said he believes the attacks against TNK-BP will continue until BP and AAR (and perhaps the 

GOR) come to an agreement about the future of the company. Drew thinks such an agreement could be 

reached by the end of the year, if only because the company's operations are being hampered by 

uncertainty and the departure of key foreign and Russian staff (ref A). In a separate conversation on August 

15, TNK-BP's chief of strategy and business development, Kris Sliger, lamented the "blunt instruments" 

used by AAR, but suggested these types of attacks would continue until AAR believes there is a "greater 

cost to their actions than the perceived benefit." 

8.(C) With regard to a new CEO, Drew said the shareholders agreement stipulates that BP has the right to

nominate a new CEO, but that AAR would likely reject BP's choice, leaving the company without a CEO until 

an overall agreement is reached. He suggested things would get worse for the company in the interval as it 

would not be clear who would be "calling the shots." He said one "disastrous" possibility would be AAR

partner German Khan (whom Drew, like others, described as "mentally unstable") attempting to direct the 

operations of the company himself. 

------- COMMENT -------

9.(C) The court's decision was expected (ref A). It does not significantly alter the prospects for the company 

or for resolution of the shareholder dispute, both of which remain shaky. We had expected and continue to

expect that Dudley will not return to Moscow. If Drew is right about a deal being struck before year-end, we 

would expect it to result from some intervention by the GOR -- intervention that so far has been lacking. 

While there are no signs of imminent GOR action, Medvedev insider Igor Yurgens recently told us with 

respect to TNK-BP that there are a couple of "oligarchs whose wings need clipping." End comment. 

BEYRLE
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Print Close

Lawyers wary despite TNK-BP deal

Author: Sofia Lind 

11 Sep 2008 | 06:56 | 

BP has resolved its dispute with Russian 
shareholders of its TNK-BP joint venture, signing a 
memorandum of understanding last week (4 
September) that will result in embattled chief 
executive Bob Dudley stepping down before the 
end of the year. 

Partners in Moscow have warned that the publicity, 
along with the ongoing tensions, could still have a 
negative impact on the country's deal market.

The news comes as the International Bar 
Association (IBA) last week urged the Russian 
Government to ensure the protection of lawyers' rights following raids on law firms by Russian police 
last month.

A host of international firms took roles on the TNK-BP dispute, with Linklaters and Egorov Puginsky 
Afanasiev & Partners acting for BP, and Herbert Smith advising Dudley and the joint venture's 
management. 

The four Russian oligarchs making up the Alfa-Access-Renova consortium owning the other half of 
the joint venture have turned to firms including Lovells and SJ Berwin. 

UK lawyers based in Russia argue that although the resolution of the TNK-BP dispute is welcome, 
the publicity, combined with increasing political tensions between Russia and the West, could have 
already damaged perceptions of Russia as a place to do business.

CMS Cameron McKenna Moscow managing partner David Cranfield said: "There is a lingering 
perception that the Government was behind the dispute. This is damaging to business confidence. 
There are ongoing worries about country risk and if the message being sent out is that a corporate's 
fortune is tied to the Kremlin, that will be of concern to investors."

Another Moscow managing partner of a City firm added: "The damage is already done, but the 
Russian Government may have found this embarrassing and may not let this happen again. The 
raiding of law firms is a concern because it is the climate in which you operate. You do not know 
when the Government will interfere with your business."
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WikiLeaks: BP boss Bob Dudley blamed new Rosneft 
partner Igor Sechin for 'black' plot against him

The chief executive of BP blamed his new business partner, the Russian deputy prime 
minister, for backing a “black” campaign that forced him to go on the run for his own 
protection, according to secret US government files. 

Tony Hayward, right, with Russian Deputy Prime Minister Igor Sechin, left, and BP CEO Bob Dudley in August 2010 Photo: 
AP

By Tim Ross and Steven Swinford 

7:00AM GMT 01 Feb 2011

Bob Dudley was ousted from his previous job as head of the oil company’s Russian

(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/russia/) subsidiary, TNK-BP, after a boardroom coup in 

2008, and decided to “move around” from country to country “as a precaution”, The Daily Telegraph has 

learnt. 

Leaked US papers (http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/wikileaks-files/bp-wikileaks/) show that Mr Dudley 

believed the man behind the “war” against him was Igor Sechin, Russia’s deputy prime minister and 

chairman of the state-owned energy company, Rosneft. BP recently agreed a deal with Rosneft and the two 

men will now have to work closely together. 

www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/russia/)
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/wikileaks-files/bp-wikileaks/)
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/russia/)
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/wikileaks-files/bp-wikileaks/)


Mr Sechin is regarded as the third man in the triumvirate at the heart of Russian power with the prime 

minister, Vladimir Putin, the president, Dmitry Medvedev. Mr Sechin has been likened to Darth Vader and 

described as “the scariest person on earth”. 

On Jan 14, Mr Dudley and Mr Sechin jointly hailed the £6.3 billion deal between BP and Rosneft to explore 

an area of Russia’s Arctic about the size of the North Sea. Oil experts believe that BP has been effectively 

forced to return to Russia to look for new business ventures in light of American anger over the firm’s oil spill 

in the Gulf of Mexico last year. 

American diplomatic cables, obtained by The Daily Telegraph from WikiLeaks

(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/wikileaks/) , uncover the history of deep mistrust between the 

key architects of BP’s latest Russian venture. The disclosures come at a critical time for the company, which 

announces its end-of-year results today amid growing controversy over the Rosneft deal. 

BP's German Khan sees Godfather films as 'manual for 

life' (http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/energy/oilandgas/8406911/BPs-German-Khan-

sees-Godfather-films-as-manual-for-life.html) 

BP's Russia arm looked at rogue state deals 

(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/wikileaks/8294061/WikiLeaks-BPs-Russian-arm-looked-at-

deals-with-rogue-states.html) 

BP's Russian partner sees Godfather as 'manual for 

life' (http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/wikileaks/8294428/WikiLeaks-BPs-new-Russian-partner

-sees-Godfather-films-as-manual-for-life.html) 

BP: read the WikiLeaks files in full (http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/wikileaks-files/bp-wikileaks/) 

TNK-BP UPDATE: CEO DUDLEY LEAVES TOWN, BP BRACES FOR AAR'S NEXT MOVES 

(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/wikileaks-files/bp-wikileaks/8294143/TNK-BP-UPDATE-CEO-DUDLEY-

LEAVES-TOWN-BP-BRACES-FOR-AARS-NEXT-MOVES.html) 

AAR AND BP NEGOTIATING A "CEASE-FIRE" (http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/wikileaks-files/bp-

wikileaks/8294145/AAR-AND-BP-NEGOTIATING-A-CEASE-FIRE.html) 

www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/wikileaks/)
www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/energy/oilandgas/8406911/BPs-German-Khan-
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/wikileaks/8294061/WikiLeaks-BPs-Russian-arm-looked-at-
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/wikileaks/8294428/WikiLeaks-BPs-new-Russian-partner
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/wikileaks-files/bp-wikileaks/)
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/wikileaks-files/bp-wikileaks/8294143/TNK-BP-UPDATE-CEO-DUDLEY-
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/wikileaks-files/bp-
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/wikileaks/)
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/energy/oilandgas/8406911/BPs-German-Khan-
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/wikileaks/8294061/WikiLeaks-BPs-Russian-arm-looked-at-
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WHAT'S BEHIND THE RAIDS ON TNK-BP AND BP (http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/wikileaks-files/bp-

wikileaks/8294135/WHATS-BEHIND-THE-RAIDS-ON-TNK-BP-AND-BP.html) 

During a meeting with the American ambassador in Moscow in July 2008, Mr Dudley claimed that the 

Kremlin was directly behind an oligarchs’ plot to remove him from BP’s operations in Russia. 

The embassy’s record of the meeting states: “Dudley said he believes (although he admitted 'some people 

disagree’) that AAR [the group of oligarchs] is acting with direct cooperation from the GOR [Government of 

Russia], including from Deputy Prime Minister Igor Sechin. 

“He said he expected the situation to continue to worsen with more attacks directed at him personally and 

shared with us an outline (emailed to desk) of information he has received regarding a 'black PR’ campaign 

by AAR designed to put further pressure on him and on BP.” 

The US embassy shared Mr Dudley’s belief that the Kremlin was backing the oligarchs’ attacks on BP

(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/wikileaks-files/bp-wikileaks/8294136/TNK-BP-UPDATE-BP-PULLS-

STAFF-AS-AAR-RATCHETS-UP-PRESSURE.html) .

At the height of the crisis, Mr Dudley, who is now global chief executive of BP, went into hiding. An email he 

sent to a colleague said he was “not in the UK (as reported by the press) and not in the US,” according to 

the files. “Dudley is going to continue to move around 'as a precaution’.

(http://preview.telegraph.co.uk/news/wikileaks-files/bp-wikileaks/8294143/TNK-BP-UPDATE-CEO-DUDLEY-

LEAVES-TOWN-BP-BRACES-FOR-AARS-NEXT-MOVES.html) ” 

Dispatches from the US embassy showed that Rosneft and BP’s Russian subsidiary did not have a 

favourable view of each other’s businesses when rumours circulated that the Kremlin wanted to buy out the 

Russian half of TNK-BP. 

In December 2007, Rosneft’s chief executive told the US ambassador in Moscow that the Russian state-

owned company had “no interest” in such a deal, claiming that TNK-BP’s “production efficiencies and 

assets” were “substantially inferior” to its own. In turn, BP executives told the US embassy that Gazprom, 

the Russian gas company, would make a “more reliable and predictable partner” than Rosneft

(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/wikileaks-files/bp-wikileaks/8294135/WHATS-BEHIND-THE-RAIDS-ON-

TNK-BP-AND-BP.html) . 

Mr Dudley also blamed officials connected with Rosneft for hampering negotiations for a global collaboration 

between BP and Gazprom. 

Last month, BP announced that its “historic” agreement with Rosneft would see the Russian firm take 5 per 

cent of BP’s shares in exchange for 9.5 per cent of Rosneft’s. 

www.telegraph.co.uk/news/wikileaks-files/bp-
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/wikileaks-files/bp-wikileaks/8294136/TNK-BP-UPDATE-BP-PULLS-
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/wikileaks-files/bp-wikileaks/8294135/WHATS-BEHIND-THE-RAIDS-ON-
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/wikileaks-files/bp-
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/wikileaks-files/bp-wikileaks/8294136/TNK-BP-UPDATE-BP-PULLS-
http://preview.telegraph.co.uk/news/wikileaks-files/bp-wikileaks/8294143/TNK-BP-UPDATE-CEO-DUDLEY-
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/wikileaks-files/bp-wikileaks/8294135/WHATS-BEHIND-THE-RAIDS-ON-


When the announcement was made, Mr Dudley said the deal underlined BP’s “long-term, strategic and 

deepening links with the world’s largest hydrocarbon-producing nation”. He added: “We are very pleased to 

be joining Russia’s leading oil company to jointly explore some of the most promising parts of the Russian 

Arctic.” 

Mr Sechin, who participated in the deal-signing ceremony, said the plan was a “world class” project putting 

Russia at the forefront of the global energy industry. 

He is thought to share Mr Putin’s background working for Soviet special services although no official record 

confirms this. The Russian press have characterised him as Darth Vader and the “scariest person on earth”. 

A spokesman for Rosneft said the company would like to stress that “as recently signed agreements 

demonstrate, the relations between Igor Sechin and Bob Dudley are highly constructive and friendly”. 

© Copyright of Telegraph Media Group Limited 2011
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TNK-BP chief in 'secret location' amid saftey fears

By Russell Hotten, Industry Editor

12:01AM BST 25 Jul 2008

The power struggle at BP's joint venture in Russia, TNK-BP, took a dramatic twist yesterday when its chief

executive, Robert Dudley, left the country amid claims that he fears for his safety.

Mr Dudley has flown to a secret location in an attempt to run TNK-BP remotely.

BP's chief executive Tony Hayward said yesterday that Mr Dudley's "daily life was becoming untenable

because of the continued harassment. He feels that he has been intimidated, and he feels that he may need

to think about his safety... Not a day went by without some sort of harassment."

BP and three Russian billionaires operating under a consortium called AAR have been engaged in an

astonishing battle for control of TNK-BP for months. AAR claim Mr Dudley runs Russia's third largest oil

company for the benefit of BP and not all shareholders in the 50-50 joint venture. However attempts to

remove Mr Dudley were blocked by BP.

Read Robert Dudley and Lord Robertson's personal statements in full
(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/money/main.jhtml?xml=/money/2008/07/25/cnbp225.xml)

More on oil (http://www.telegraph.co.uk/money/main.jhtml?
menuId=242&menuItemId=10295&view=HEADLINESUMMARY2&grid=F7&targetRule=14)

Mr Dudley left Russia on a commercial flight but BP would not reveal his destination. Mr Hayward said that

Mr Dudley remained TNK-BP's legal chief executive and so would continue to run the company. "The world

of modern communications allows you to operate remotely," he said.

It is thought that Mr Dudley's departure had been planned for days and was not a sudden decision to flee

the country. All the necessary electronic equipment, support staff, and security have been arranged at the

secret location. He will not be based at BP's London headquarters, or at any of the company's offices

around the world.

Mr Dudley has complained of alleged taps on his telephone and of having to write important messages to

colleagues on notepads to avoid being overheard. It is understood that he feels better able to run the

company without critics and opponents inside TNK-BP knowing his whereabouts.
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The last straw for Mr Dudley was his failure to renew a work visa, which expires on Tuesday. In a statement

last night, Mr Dudley said: "In the light of the uncertainties surrounding the status of my work visa and the

sustained harassment of the company and myself I have decided to leave and to work outside Russia

temporarily.

"Despite having a valid employment contract I have been unable to obtain a work visa. The uncertainty,

which has been created by the transit visa expiring this Sunday, that I now have creates acutely unstable

working conditions for me and a distraction to the TNK-BP Group. In addition to the much-publicised dispute

between shareholders, the company and I have faced unprecedented investigations, proceedings, enquiries

and other burdens."

He said of his decision to leave Russia: "During this period I will continue to discharge my duties and I have

all necessary authority to do so. I have been advised that this temporary exercise of authority whilst outside

Russia is both lawful and better for all shareholders than the alternatives." Mr Hayward warned AAR that BP

would "take all the necessary legal means to defend our rights and assets". TNK-BP accounts for about

25pc of BP's production and last year made profits of $5bn on sales of $38bn.

AAR has complained that TNK-BP has performed poorly but Mr Hayward said: "This has nothing to do with

performance. TNK-BP is number one for production, number one for reserve replacement, pays the highest

dividend, and has the highest return on capital employed. In many ways I wish BP's record was as good."

Also yesterday, TNK-BP's deputy chairman Lord Robertson expressed his "outrage" at the behaviour of

AAR.

Lord Robertson, former head of NATO, said: "Bob Dudley has decided he can most effectively manage the

company from outside Russia. This has clearly been a difficult decision for him. AAR are threatening the

viability of this historic joint venture that has been so good for Russia, and for all its shareholders, since it

was formed with such high hopes in 2003.

"There is a legitimate way of bringing about change in a company - through negotiation and discussion.

AAR's efforts to wrest control of the company are damaging the company and, regrettably, Russia's

reputation among international investors.

"Anyone who cares about the security of international investment, and corporate governance should be

concerned. This is not about British versus Russian interests as AAR has tried to portray it. It is about the

actions of AAR and its affiliated executives and the resulting damage to the company and to Russia."

AAR denies suggestions it wants to seize control of TNK-BP, saying it simply it believes the joint venture

could perform better under an independent chief executive. Mikhail Fridman, one of the Russian

businessmen behind AAR, said that he still believed Mr Dudley would operate from BP's London

headquarters. He said: "It is a ridiculous notion to suggest that the company can be run by remote control

from London. This approach demonstrates that BP is without question running TNK-BP as a subsidiary. The
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employees and shareholders at TNK-BP deserve hands-on, present, and visible leadership of the company.

Robert Dudley has proposed a long distance relationship that is doomed to fail."

AAR denied any suggestion that it was involved in alleged harassment of Mr Dudley, saying: "We are

surprised to hear such a comment from Tony Hayward considering we are simply talking about a failed visa

application. It should be noted that the Federal Migration Service gave Robert Dudley every opportunity to

provide the appropriate paperwork, giving him an extension of ten days, but he was unable to do so."

© Copyright of Telegraph Media Group Limited 2011
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TNK-BP's chief accuses Russians of power abuse

By Louise Armitstead

12:01AM BST 23 Aug 2008

Robert Dudley, the chief executive of TNK-BP who was forced into exile, has struck out against the Russian

authorities in a public letter accusing them of abusing their powers.

The letter, which Mr Dudley wrote from his secret hiding place somewhere in central Europe, lays out a list

of grievances that the chief executive believes he has suffered at the hands of Russian labour law

investigators in recent months that led to his ban from Russia last week.

The letter claims: "There has been an abuse of power by the State Labour Inspectorate."

It demands an immediate investigation, arguing that the reason for the investigation by Russian authorities

stems from his bitter fight with TNK-BP's AAR partners.

A Moscow court last week banned Mr Dudley from working in Russia for two years.

The move was the latest blow to hit the troubled firm, which has seen its two equal partners - BP, the British

oil giant, and the AAR partners which comprise the four Russian oligarchs - at loggerheads over

management and strategy.

The AAR Partners are Mikhail Fridman, German Khan, Viktor Vekselberg and Len Blavatnik.

Observers in Britain have been horrified by the treatment of Mr Dudley, his removal from Russia and his

forced hiding.

AAR have dismissed these sentiments as anti-Russian and argue that, since 50pc of shareholders want Mr

Dudley to step down, BP is ignoring corporate governance standards by insisting he stays. *

Mr Dudley's letter claims TNK-BP's management have since April 14 been the subject of seven inspections

regarding compliance of labour legislation.

It alleges: "The inspection was not intended to serve the purpose of a full and comprehensive examination of

TNK-BP's compliance with labour legislation, but rather was an attempt at all costs and as soon as possible

to initiate the procedure to disqualify R.W. Dudley."
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The letter describes each of the seven inspections and lists the alleged irregularities.

For instance, Mr Dudley said one state labour inspector demanded a review of TNK-BP's Inspection Results

Certificate on July 18 2008 at mid-day.

Mr Dudley said: "[He was] unable to appear... due to having been invited at exactly the same time to attend

the Federal Migration Service of the Russian Federation for the purposes of extending his visa.

''His non-appearance would mean termination of the visa."

Regarding another inspection that should have lasted a month but in fact took five days, Mr Dudley claimed:

"The inspector knew that findings of violations would be made."

The letter concludes: "The above circumstances are simply the most flagrant examples of the prejudicial

attitude of the said officials to the inspection carried out in respect of OJSC "TNK-BP Management" and,

more specifically, R.W. Dudley."

The Labour Inspectorate denied Dudley's claims of bias. "All the checks that took place at the firm were

done by the law," said inspectorate chief Mikhail Malyuga. AAR declined to comment.

© Copyright of Telegraph Media Group Limited 2011
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TNK-BP chief executive Robert Dudley quits Russia - Times Online Page 1 of2 
-~ -
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From The Times 

July 25, 2008 

TNK-BP chief executive Robert Dudley 
quits Russia 
Robin Pagnamenta, Energy and Environment Editor 

The future of BP's investment in Russia hung in the balance last 
night after Robert Dudley, the chief executive of TNK-BP, 
decided to leave the country. 

In a humiliating defeat for Britain's largest company, BP's chief 
executive, Tony Hayward, said that Mr Dudley had left Russia 
temporarily, after an intense campaign of harassment by TNK- ~ 
BP's Russian co-owners, Alfa, Access and Renova (MR), that 
had been "deeply unpleasant" for Mr Dudley and left him unable 
to carry out his job. Mr Dudley's departure from Moscow was not 
disclosed until he was in the air en route to an undisclosed 
location. 

Mr Hayward expressed full support for Mr Dudley, describing 
him as an outstanding CEO, and insisted that the company 
would use "every means at its disposal that remains well within 
the law" to resist MR's efforts to seize management control of 
TNK-BP. 

He said that BP intended to pursue legal action to recover any 
and all losses suffered by BP as a result of breaches of a 
shareholder agreement signed between MR and BP at the 
formation of the group as a 50-50 joint venture in 2003. He said: 
"MR wants to tear up the agreement they made with us. We 
are not going to be intimidated by their strong-arm tactics." 

Despite BP's insistence that Mr Dudley could run TNK-BP from 
outside Russia, the decision to pull out has compounded the 
impression that MR has gained the upper hand in its battle for 
control of the group, Russia's third-largest producer of crude oil. 

A statement last night from Mikhail Fridman, one of the four 
Russian oligarchs who control MR, said that it was a ridiculous 
notion to suggest that Mr Dudley could run the company "by 
remote control from London". He said: "This approach 
demonstrates that BP is without question running TNK-BP as a 
subsidiary." 

http://business.timesonline.co.uk/tol/business/markets/russia/article4393103.ece 02/08/2011 



TNK-BP chief executive Robert Dudley quits Russia - Times Online 

Peter Sutherland, BP's chairman, said that AAR had 
orchestrated "a campaign of harassment" to gain control of TNK
BP. "There has even been manipulation of elements of the 
Russian state as part of this campaign,· he said. 

Lord Robertson of Port Ellen, the former Nato Secretary-General 
and TNK-BP deputy chairman, was outraged at AAR's actions. 
"AAR's efforts to wrest control through illegitimate means are 
damaging the company and, regrettably, Russia's reputation 
among international investors," he said. 

BP stopped short of criticising the Russian Government directly. 
"I don't believe that we are in a dispute with the Russian state,· 
Mr Hayward said. 

TNK-BP has suffered raids by Russian government agencies, 
including the federal migration service, which last week refused 
Mr Dudley a new annual visa, granting him only a transit visa 
that expires on Sunday. Mr Dudley said he was leaving because 
of uncertainties over his work visa "and the sustained 
harassment of the company and myself. 

TNK-BP is a critical part of the British oil group's global 
business. It pumps 1.4 million barrels of crude per day - of 
which BP's half-share represents a quarter of its global output -
and has 8.2 billion barrels of proven reserves, representing 20 
per cent of BP's total. BP has relied on TNK-BP for growth, and 
in 2006, the company obtained three-quarters of its new \-
reserves from Russia. 

http://business.timesonline.co.uk/tol/business/markets/russia/article4393103.ece 
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TNK-BP UPDATE: BP PULLS STAFF AS AAR 
RATCHETS UP PRESSURE

Passed to the Telegraph by WikiLeaks
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CEO went on run from the Darth Vader of Russia
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AAR RATCHETS UP PRESSURE REF: MOSCOW 1964 Classified By: CDA Eric S. Rubin for Reasons 1.4 

(b/d)

------- SUMMARY -------

1.(C) In a July 14 meeting with the Ambassador and in a July 17 briefing for Special Envoy Gray and 

Eurasian Energy Coordinator Mann, TNK-BP CEO Robert Dudley told us he did not see any positive

resolution emerging soon and warned that TNK-BP's operations are already effected. AAR continues to 

ratchet up the pressure on Dudley and BP in the battle for control of TNK-BP. Dudley has been named in a 

discrimination suit by some of the company's Russian employees and on July 23rd a Tyumen court ruled in

favor of a minority shareholder who had sought to prevent continued employment of BP staff seconded to 

TNK-BP. BP has now decided to withdraw all of its 148 seconded employees from TNK-BP and Dudley told 

us they are unlikely to ever return. Dudley and the Western managers within TNK-BP remain for now but 

their situation is tenuous, symbolized by Dudley's ten day visa extension, which he expects to be renewed 

for another ten days at the end of this week. Dudley compared the situation faced by his company to the 

nationalization of oil industry in Venezuela and implicated senior GOR officials as being involved. Other 

sources have told us that a power struggle within BP involving Dudley and BP CEO Hayward is hampering 

BP's ability to respond. End summary.

--------------------- AAR TURNS UP THE HEAT ---------------------

2.(C) On July 23 a Tyumen court ruled in favor of Tetlis, a minority shareholder of TNK-BP that had sought 

to block continued employment of 148 BP staff who had been seconded to TNK-BP. Although BP has said it 

will appeal the decision, it had announced a day earlier that the remaining staff (those who had not already 

been reassigned out of Russia) will leave Russia due to the continued injunction against their employment. 

TNK-BP President Bob Dudley had briefed us on this case earlier (reftel), noting Tetlis is linked to Alfa, one

of the partners in the Russian group of TNK-BP owners known as AAR. 

3.(C) According to Dudley, this case is part of the continued campaign of administrative and PR pressure 

against BP and the foreign staff of TNK-BP coordinated by AAR. He told the Ambassador on July 14 that the 

BP secondees are unlikely to return to TNK-BP, saying "that chapter is over." BP Russia President Richard 

Spies told us the company simply could not have that much talent idle when their services could be put to 

use elsewhere in the world. 

4.(C) In all, as of July 24, according to TNK-BP Vice President for International Affairs Shawn McCormick, 

363 expat BP staff and family members have left or will be leaving Russia, including 196 American and 117 

British citizens. McCormick said there are now about 85 non-Russian staff at TNK-BP of whom only 62 have 

work permits and visas (some are double-counted due the need for multiple work permits). McCormick said 

the future of the remaining staff is unclear as there is an internal dispute within AAR as to the appropriate 

number of expats in the company of 66,000 employees. 

5.(C) Included among those with an uncertain future is Dudley, who was given a 10 day "transit" visa on July 

18. Dudley was told he can work on the visa, avoiding a potential showdown with AAR partners who had 
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threatened to try to physically prevent him from entering TNK-BP's offices. The visa expires at the end of this 

week, but Dudley told us he expects to get a series of ten days visas as the Federal Migration Service 

(FMS) tries to avoid making a decision that would lead to his being expelled from the company. 

---------------------------------------- GETTING RID OF DUDLEY REMAINS AAR'S GOAL -------------------------------

--------- MOSCOW 00002137 002 OF 003 

6.(C) Dudley, who was also recently slapped with a discrimination suit by some of his Russian employees, 

told the Ambassador that AAR's main priority remains to get rid of him as the company's CEO, allowing 

them to effectively take control. He explained that while BP has the right to nominate candidates for the top 

job, AAR would still have to agree to the choice. With Dudley gone, AAR could stall on the next president 

indefinitely, removing the major check against AAR's ability to rewrite the procurement, trading, and strategic 

policies of the company to suit their needs. 

7.(C) Dudley said he believes (although he admitted "some people disagree") that AAR is acting with direct 

cooperation from the GOR, including from Deputy Prime Minister Igor Sechin xxxxxxxxxxxx. He said he 

expected the situation to continue to worsen with more attacks directed at him personally and shared with us 

an outline (emailed to desk) of information he has received regarding a "black PR" campaign by AAR 

designed to put further pressure on him and on BP. 

8.(C) Dudley said AAR partner Viktor Vekselberg is the only shareholder with whom he has a civil 

relationship. He claimed Vekselberg had told him privately that he did not support his partners attacks on 

Dudley and BP but that he was bound by AAR's shareholder agreement to vote with them. Dudley said he 

has been trading accusatory legal letters back-and-forth with Alfa's German Khan, who has led the charge 

against TNK-BP's foreign executives, and that Alfa's Mikhail Fridman had threatened to hold him personally 

liable for spending over $4 billion "without shareholder approval." Fridman backed off when Dudley offered 

to freeze capital spending at the company. In addition to Sechin and Prikhodko, Dudley believes

Medvedev's economic advisor Arkady Dvorkovich is also supportive of AAR's actions. 

9.(C) Fearing that he may not have been able to return to Russia if he left, Dudley said he participated in the 

July 11 shareholders meeting in Cypress by DVC. He said the meeting underscored the division between 

BP and AAR, with AAR voting against a BP resolution that merely called for the board to support "the 

substance of the shareholder agreement" (that created the company). He said Vekselberg expressed 

support for Dudley during the DVC, but again voted with AAR because AAR's internal agreement requires 

him to do so. 

10.(C) Dudley compared the situation faced by his company to the nationalization of the oil industry in 

Venezuela, and said he wasn't hopeful the situation would be resolved soon. He believes both BP and AAR 

will lose, with the GOR ultimately taking control of TNK-BP through either acquisition by Gazprom, Rosneft, 

or a rumored merger of TNK-BP with Gazpromneft and Surgutneftegaz.

------------------ BP POWER STRUGGLE? ------------------
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11.(C) In a July 21 meeting, Kremlin critic and former Deputy Energy Minister Vladimir Milov told 

Ambassadors Gray and Mann that his understanding was that there was also a power struggle going on 

within BP between Dudley on the one hand and CEO Tony Hayward on the other. Milov said Dudley had 

also been considered as a replacement for former CEO Lord Brown and that Hayward was being blamed by 

some in the company for the crisis for having tried to de-emphasize the importance of BP's Russian 

operations. British Ambassador Anthony Brenton told the Charge July 23 that he had heard similar reports of 

BP in-fighting and that this was hampering BP's response to AAR's attacks. 

------- COMMENT -------

12.(C) The central role being played in this affair by the Federal Migration Service undermines GOR claims 

that it is not involved and lends further fuel to rumors that senior GOR officials are backing AAR. That said, it

is also not clear MOSCOW 00002137 003 OF 003 whether the GOR has a unified position on how it wants 

to see the dispute resolved. Until then, it will likely remain impervious to our arguments that its reputation is 

suffering from the dispute. End Comment. RUBIN 

© Copyright of Telegraph Media Group Limited 2011
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BP and AAR Agree on new Management Structure for TNK-BP 

21.10.2011 Press release 

This press release is issued jointly by BP and Alfa, Access, Renova (AAR)

Mikhail Fridman to serve as CEO until end of 2013;

Upstream and Downstream to be headed by seasoned international executives from BP and ExxonMobil

TNK-BP shareholders Alfa, Access, Renova (AAR) and BP have agreed a number of 

decisions regarding senior management roles at TNK-BP. It is expected that these 

decisions will be formally approved by the Board of Directors and implemented before 

the close of the current year. The decisions reflect the shared commitment of the joint-

venture partners to the continued success and development of TNK-BP.

The shareholders have agreed to form a new management committee that will run 

TNK-BP on a day-to-day basis. This will consist of four executive directors along with 

the chief executive officer and chief financial officer.

The new management committee will consist of:
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Mikhail Fridman, who will continue to serve as the CEO and Executive 
Chairman of TNK-BP for the calendar years 2012 and 2013, when BP will 
nominate a CEO to succeed Fridman.

•

Jonathan Muir, who will continue as Chief Financial Officer (CFO) and will be 
responsible for coordinating the work of the management committee.

•

Viktor Vekselberg and German Khan, who will continue as AAR-nominated 
executive directors.

•

Alexander Dodds, who will serve as the BP-nominated executive director 
responsible for upstream activities.  He was previously the head of 
ExxonMobil's business in Qatar, with considerable experience of both onshore 
and offshore oil and gas operations around the world.

•

A BP-nominated executive director responsible for downstream activities has 
been agreed and will be the subject of a future announcement.

•

Following Maxim Barskiy’s departure from the company, as announced earlier today, 

the position of deputy CEO will be abolished.

Stan Polovets, CEO of AAR, said: “We are very pleased to announce the 

strengthening of TNK-BP’s management team by injecting fresh talent into the 

organisation, while at the same time maintaining stability at the CEO level. TNK-BP 

has performed exceptionally well under Mikhail Fridman’s leadership during the past 

two years, and we are confident that Alexander Dodds and the new head of 

downstream nominated by BP will help take our company to an even higher level of 

performance and efficiency.”

Jeremy Huck, President of BP Russia said: "We welcome this agreement which 

clarifies the composition and structure of the management team. We look forward to 

many more years of growth for the benefit of Russia and TNK-BP’s shareholders.”

Since its inception in 2003, TNK-BP has been a remarkably successful venture for 

Russia and for its shareholders, AAR and BP, consistently delivering high returns as 

the third-largest Russian oil company. During this period, AAR and BP have received 

$34bn in dividends from TNK-BP. In 2010, TNK-BP increased production of oil and 

gas by 3.1 per cent and replaced 134 per cent of its reserves.

Further enquiries:

BP:

Vladimir Buyanov, Moscow: + 7-495-363-62-62

BP Press Office, London: +44 20 7496 4076

AAR:

London:

John Eisenhammer: +44 (0)20 7233 9444

Andrew Hayes/Maria Ignatova: +44 (0)20 7796 4133

Hudson Sandler/Quiller

Moscow:

Mikhail Loskutov: +7 (495) 967 01 17, +7 (916) 641 9079

Washington:

Jeffrey Birnbaum, BGR Public Relations: +1-202-333-4936
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